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ANNfJAL PROORESS REPORT 
Erosion Control on Highway Backslopes 
1959 
During 1959, research was continued by the Agronomy Department in co-
operation with the Iowa Highway Commission on vegetative establishment and 
erosion control on highway backslopes (Project 1010). The work was con-
tinued at previousJ..y established sites and also several new experiments 
were initiated during the year. The work will be discussed for each sepa-
rate experiment and location in this report. 
Topsoil Replacement Study 
Chariton, Iowa 
A project started in the fall of 1958 on the McNay Me::norial Farm near 
Lucas was continued during 1959. The purpose of this study was to compare 
the value of replacing topsoil on freshly-cut backslopes for vegetative 
establishment, along with the comparison of various types of mulches. 
In the fall of 1958 the area was half-covered with topsoil, seeded (alta 
fescue, alsike and ladino clover, alfalfa, bromegrass and rye), and covered 
with various mulches. Mulch treatments included: straw ( 3 T. /A. ) , manure 
(8 T./A.), plastic film, asphalt emulsion, and a bare check plot. As re-
ported in the 1958 report, soil temperatures (111 -411 ) were highest under the 
plastic film and coolest under straw mulch, soil moisture varied little, 
while plant rrumbers in the fall of 1958 were significantly higher under plas-
tic film and lowest under straw. 
The plastic film was left on, as were the other mulches, over winter. 
The temperatures under plastic remained slightly warmer and plant growth con-
tinued longer in the late fall under plastic than on the other plots. 
In the spring of 1959, the plastic was removed at which time the plant 
growth was rrmch farther advanced than on other plots due to warmer tempera-
tures and earlier growth in the spring. In June, 1959, plant matter yields 
were taken on all plots by clipping a swath down the center of each plot 
with a power sickle-type mower. Both fresh and dry plant matter yields are 
shown in table 1. 
It was found that manure gave significantly higher fresh matter yields 
than all other treatments during the spring of 1959j while asphalt, straw 
and plastic gave somewhat similar growth and check plots gave poorest yields. 
It can be seen tha.YJ. plastic gave much better results on areas with no topsoil 
applied than where topsoil was presenta This may have some significance as to 
the value of plastic film on improving soil moisture relationships, etc~ on 
poor soil areas. An analysis of variance showed no general significant in-
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Table 1. Fresh and dry plant matter ~'ields - June! 1959. 
Treatment Mulch Trt. Fresh Matter (lbs.,) D!il M.atter (lbs.) 
No topsoil Manure l0.56 4.63 
Plastic 5.14 2e86 
Asphalt 4.00 2ol2 
Straw 3.15 1.82 
Check 1.87 o.85 
Topsoil Ma.rrJre 9o70 5.,08 
Asphalt 6.,85 3.83 
Straw 6.70 3 .. 35 
Check 4.40 2.38 
Plastic 4.35 2.41 
crease in yield due to topsoil application. However, for individual treat-
ments, slight increases could be seen in some cases, 'Which might indicate 
some value of topsoil in some cases. This is especially noted in the case 
of the check plot with no mulch, where the yield on topsoiled plots is much 
higher. However, in the case of manure, a decrease was noted on the topsoiled 
area. This may indicate that the mulches may compensate somewhat for the 
lack of topsoil, especially in the case of manure where plant nutrients and 
organic matter are supplied. 
The same relationships were shown in the dry-matter yield, in general, 
with manure again giving h:i.ghest yields and asphalt, plastic and straw slightly 
less with check plot.a again being poorest •. 
Erosion control was very good with all treatments except the check plots, 
on which some rilling and washing was noticed. Erosion was not a serious 
problem on this site, hetfever, due to the relatively moderate slope. 
In late July, a visual comparison of the percentage of plant cover on 
the different treatments showed manure to have the best cover, with plastic 
second, straw and asphalt about equal, and check plots having the poorest 
percent cover. A plant count was made of the legumes and grasses on each 
treatment using a 1 square foot quad.rat. The average number of legumes, 
grasses, and total plants per square foot on each of the various treatments 
is presented in table 2. 1hese plant counts were ma.de after the -rye cover 
crop had been mowed off. 
Both straw and manure had significantly larger rrumbers of grasses than 
the check or plastic treatments, with asphalt being intermediate. H<Twever, 
in legumes, manure had a &':tgnificantly higher number than asphalt, straw or 
check treatments, with plastic having the second highest number., In total 
number of plants per square foot, manure and plastic were aga:in highest, 
with manure being significantly higher than the straw, asphalt or check, a.."1.d 
plastic being significantly higher than the check treatmen·t. Thus, although 
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Table 2. Avg. noe grasses, legumes, and total plants per square.foot. 
July, 1959. 
Treatm;:mt Mulch Trt. Grasses Legumes Total ;elants 
No topsoil Ma.11ure 16.8 28.5 45113 
Straw 24.5 4.,8 29.,3 
Asphalt 19.7 io.o 29.6 
Plastic 12.3 18.3 30.6 
Check 12.7 4.2 16 .. 8 
Topsoiled Manure 27.3 23.6 5Lt0 
Straw 23.5 4.5 28.2 
Asphalt 16.5 790 23.5 
Plastic 15.8 19 .. 7 35.5 
Check 8.3 Je8 12.2 
manure and plastic mulches gave lower numbers of grasses per square foot, 
they gave nmch larger numbers of legumes. Plastic was especially poor in 
grass stands, especially on the non ... topsoiled area. It appears that straw 
mulch had a depressing effect on the growth of legumes, while grasses thrived 
under the straw. Plastic, on the other hand, seemed to favor the establish-
ment of legumes over grasses. This phenomenon was commonly noticed by visual 
comparison throughout the season. The cause for this cannot be explained, 
although differences in soil temperature may be an important fac'lror. Top-
soiling apparently had no effect on the number of plants established. 
In the fall of 1959, estimates were made of the percentage of total plant 
cover on each treatment by means of density list quad.rats. The percentage 
of the total cover made up by legumes and by grasses was also estimated, as 
shown in table 3. 
Table 3. Estimated percentage of total plant cover and percent of total 
due to grasses and legumes. October, 19590 
Treatment Mulch Trt. % Total Cover % of Total Cover due to: 
Le~umes Grasses 
No topsoil Straw 19 66 34 
Cb.eek 12 82 18 
Mazmre 59 88 12 
Plastic 48 92 8 
Asphalt 35 95 5 
Topsoiled Straw 21 66 34 
Check 28 68 32 
Manure 78 74 26 
Plastic 33 75 25 
Asphalt 71 97 3 
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Manure gave much higher total plant cover than any of the other treat-
ments, especially on the ''no-topsoil" area. Asphalt and plastic gave fairly 
good cover on both areas, with asphalt being almost as high as the manure 
plots on the topsoiled. Both stra-w and check gave poor plant cover on both 
areas. It may be not.ed, that with the exception of the plastic, aJ.1 other 
trea+,ments gave better total plant cover on the topsoiled area than on the 
untopsoiled, Legumes accounted for the major portion of the total cover on 
all treatments. However, legumes accounted for a much greater percentage 
of the total cover on the plastic, asphalt and manure plots than th9y did 
on the straw plots. This again indicates that legumes were favored on the 
plastic and asphalt plots, while grasses seemed to thrive more on straw-
mulched plotse. 
Plant matter yields were also taken by clipping the growth from each 
treatment after cover estimates were determined. At the time of this report, 
these samples are being separated into legumes, grasses, and weeds to deter-
mine the percentage of the total plant matter made up by each. Since this 
data is still incomplete, only fresh weights of the total plant-matter samples 
will be reported (table 4) • 
Table 4. Fresh plant-matter yields. October, 1959ll 
Treatment 
No topsoil 
Topsoiled 
Mulch Trt. 
Manure 
Asphalt 
Plastic 
Check 
Straw 
Manure 
Asphalt 
Straw 
Plastic 
Cheok 
Fresh wt. (lbs~/plot) 
311.52 
2.04 
l.ll 
1.09 
0.60 
4.34 
3.,52 
2 .. 77 
1.54 
1.36 
The manure treatment gave the highest fresh-weight yield of plant material 
of all treatments, with asphalt giving the second-highest yields. However, 
plastic, straw, and check plot yields were about equal and somewhat lOi~er. 
Visual observation indicated a larger number of weeds on the check plots that 
may have accounted for check plot yields comparing more favorably to straw and 
plastic treatments. This factor may be revealed by the plant separations now 
underway. It is interesting to note, however, that all treatments gave higher 
fresh matter yields on the topsoiled tha...~ on the non-topsoiled area. 
Conclusions 
In general, the topsoiling treatment had only slight effect in increasing 
vegetative establishment in this study. The use of various mulches seemed to 
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be sufficient to make up for lack of topsoil. Manure was especially effective 
in establishing a good stand of grasses and legumes, and in promoting further 
growth-perhaps due to the added nutrients and organic matter. Asphalt and 
plastic film were of some value in increasing stand, although later growth 
was not as great as on the manure plots. Plastic film was especially effective 
in increasing germination and growth after seeding, and promoted earlier growth 
in the spring, although this advantage was lost later in the season. StrliW' 
mulch seemed to depress both stand and growth, especially during the earlier 
stages of growth. Ex:cept for manure, which continued to give high yields and 
growth, the other mulches tended to become more or less equal in yield of plant 
matter later in the season. 
Legumes seemed to be more favored under asphalt and plastie, while grasses 
were favored under straw. Soil temperatures were highest under plastic and 
asphalt and lowest under straw - which may be a factor as to which species is 
favored. 
Erosion control, though not a serious problem on this site, was very good 
with all the mulch treatments tried. 
Mulch Experiment on Sanciy BacksloEE: 
Granger, Iowa 
In the spring of 1959, an experiment was established on a backslope on 
Highway 141 about 5 miles north of Granger, Iowa. The purpose of this study 
is to compare the effectiveness of various types of nmlches on controlling 
erosion and establishing vegetation on ve"f."'.J sandy backslope material. The 
site of the experiment is on an approximately 2f:l slope made in the fall of 
1957 and is located between Highway station mark& 244 and 247 on the east 
side of the highway. The soil material concerned is predominantly loo~e fine 
sand. The experimental area measures about 200 by 50 feet (10,000 ft. or 
about 0.23 acre). 
The experimental design is randomized block with 3 replications of 6 
treatments each, along with 3 supplementary plots not included in the design. 
Mulch and ·soil treatments being studied are as follows: 
1. Check (no mulch) 
2. Straw mulch (2 T./A.) 
3. Straw + netting 
4. Asphalt (0.2 gal./yd.2) 
5. Arquad (0.,2% on dry soil wt. basis) 
6. Starch (100 lbs./A.) 
(Additional supplementary plots compared a close-weave 11 Erosionet11 
netting with a check plot). 
The experimental area was first lightly tilled by means of a tractor 
and tiller implement in May, 1959, and fertilizer was applied broadcast over 
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the entire area at the rate of 100 lbs./A. each of N, P and K. The follow-
ing seeding mixture was then so'W!l broadcast: 
Alfalfa - 11 lbs./A. 
Red cl.awer - 10 lbs./A. 
Bromegrass - 25 lbs./A. 
Perennial ryegrass 5 lbs./A. 
Alta fescue ... 7 lbs .. /A. 
Oats - i bu./A. 
The above mulches and soil-treatments were then applied; the asphalt 
and arquad solutions by power sprayer, the starch by hand in dry fom, and 
the nettings were staked by hand with wire staples. 
Plant Counts 
On July 10, 1959, the number of grasses, legu.~es, and total plants per 
square foot were determined on each treatment by mea..."11.s of count-list quadrats. 
Three counts were made on each plot - one at the bottom, middle and top. 
The three quadrats were averaged to give the average number of plants per 
square foot on each treatment as presented in table 5. 
Table 5. Avg. no. grasses, legumes and total plants per square f oct. 
July, 1959. 
Avg .. no. plantsisq. ft. 
Treatment Grasses Legumes Total 
Check 2608 3.7 30.5 
Straw 33 .. 2 8.6 41,.S 
Straw + netting 24.1 5.2 29.3 
Asphalt 36.1 11.6 47.7 
Ar quad 46 0 2 8.9 .55 .. 1 
Starch 39.l 7.8 46.9 
Avg. 34.2 7.6 41.8 
Although an analysis of variance showed no significant differences among 
treatments, a definite trend towards higher numbers of grasses, legumes and 
total plants seems indicated on the asphalt treatment with arquad and starch 
giving next highest counts. Straw-mulched plots were lower in plant numbers 
than the other treatments (except check) and showed indication throughout 
the season of a depressing effect on plant germination and growth. 
Plant counts were not made at this time on the supplementary plots com-
paring close-weaved netting and non··mulched plots because little difference 
between the two treatments were noticed by visual observation., Also, it 
w::is felt that damage to the seeding would result if the netting was removed 
in order to take the count at that time. 
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Erosion Control 
Observations made on erosion control on the various treatments were 
also made at this time. The asphalt plots suffered very little rilling 
except where the asphalt film was br.oken in various places. Practically no 
erosion was noticed on the straw, or straw + netting plots. Tho netting 
seemed to be effective in holding the straw ir:i-.place against blowing and 
slippage and gave slightly better mulch coverage to the plot. Moderate 
rilling was noticed on the starch, arquad, and check plots - the check 
plots being more severe. Rills numbering 3 - 4 per plot and averaging 
from 1 to 10 inches in depth were noted running three-fourths the length 
of these plots. Erosion in general was most severe on the southern part 
of the experimental area where the soil material contained higher amounts 
of silt and clay. Where the material was mainly sand, rilling was very 
slight. 
Plant Cover 
Plant cover observations were made on each treatment by visual compari-
son. Asphalt plots had good but uneven cover. In some spots it seemed as if 
the asphalt crust prevented seedling emergence. However, both straw and 
asphalt had the best plant cover, starch, straw plus netting and arquad. were 
about equal and intermediate, and check plots had the poorest cover. 
Fall Plant Matter Yields + COVE;,:" 
Densj_ty - list quadrats were again made in the fall of 1959 to estimate 
percentage plant cover on the different treatments. The percentage of the 
total cover due to grass, legumas, and weeds was also estimated. Follov..ring 
this, plant matter was clipped and weighed in the field to determine fresh 
plant matter yields. These samples are presently being separated into spe-
cies so that the percentage of plant matter yield due to each maybe deter-
mined. Dry matter yields vli.11 then be determined for each treatment. Data 
presently available on fresh weights and plant cover a.re presented in table 6. 
Table 6. Plant matter yield and estimated percentage plant cover. October, 
1959. 
Treatment 
Arquad 
Starch 
Check 
Straw + netting 
Asphalt 
Straw 
Fresh Matter (lbse) 
2.10 
2.01 
1 ... 77 
1,,43 
1.41 
1.31 
Suppl~tal Treatments: 
Erosion netting 
Check 
0.92 
1.59 
Estimated percentage plant cover 
Tota! Grass Legu.TJles Weeas 
37 
26 
29 
37 
32 
33 
25 
1.5 
50 
30 
33 
7 
4 
29 
4 
13 
10 
2 
6 
2 
46 
57 
57 
91 
90 
69 
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Fresh weights of plant matter were higher on the arquad and starch plots, 
with check plots being third highest in yield. Straw plus netting, asphalt 
and straw mulch were lowest and about equal in yield of fresh matter. Total 
percent plant cover was approximately equal on all plots, however, with ar-
quad and straw plus netting having greatest percent cover and starch being 
lowest. The three treatments having the lowest fresh matter yield had the 
highest percentage of cover due to weeds. However, due to some annual weeds 
being mature and dry at the time of sampling, they didn't provide much cover, 
but added greatly to the weight of the clippings. T'nis may cause some treat-
ments to appear better than they actually are, in plant matter yield, but 
the species separation data will give a more accurate comparison. 
Of the two supplementary treatments, the erosion-netting gave less fresh-
matter yield.11 but gave somewhat better plant cover. Erosion was not serious 
on either treatment. 
Conclusions 
Early in the season, plant germinatj_on and growth was very fast and 
heaviest under the asphalt-treated plots, and slowest under the straw-mulched 
plots. In the middle of the season, asphalt, arquad and starch had the high-
est number of plants per square-foot - while the straw-mulched plots had the 
smaller number of both grasses and legumes per square-foot. However, the 
straw and straw-plus-netting along with the asphalt gave very good erosion 
control, while the starch, arquad and check plots suffered moderate to severe 
rilling. 
At the end of the growing season, both arquad and starch had the largest 
yield of fresh-matter while asphalt dropped with the straw-mulched plots to 
the lowest yields. Straw-mulch again seemed to depress plant germination 
and growth, although giving good erosion control. Asphalt gave good germi-
nation and early growth, probably due to higher soil temperatures. However, 
the stand under asphalt was patchy due to the ashpalt crust preventing emer-
gence in some places. 
The erosion-netting shows some promise for erosion control but the plant 
stand was not improved greatly on this sandy area. Further conclusions can 
be made on all treatments after the data on species separations and dry-matter 
yields are completed. 
Phosphate Rate Study on Calcareous Loess 
Moville, Iowa 
A study to determine the optimum rate of P205 fertilizer for stand es-
tablishment on calcareous loess was initiated near Moville on Highway 20 in 
early June, 1959. The experimental area was located on the south backslope 
bett-Jeen highway station numbers 116-ll9, and included an area of 300 by 40 
feet on a 2:1 slope.. The soil material was Ida silt loam. The area was 
previously prepared and seeded by the Iowa Highway Commission in the spring 
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of 1959 with the follot·ring seeding mixture: 
Bromegrass 
Western wheatgrass 
Alfalfa 
Red clover 
Perennial ryegrass 
.7 lbs./A. 
5 II 
5 II 
3 fl 
5 It 
Fertilizer at the rate of 200 lbs./A. of 21-34-0 was also applied at 
the time of seeding. 
Follm.ring seeding and prior to seedling emergence, the following additional 
fertilizer treatments were top-dressed on the seeded &t'ea: 
1. 80 lbs./A. N + Bel lbs./A. P205 
2. 80 st N +160 n P205 
3. 80 u N +240 " P205 
4. 80 tt N +320 n P205. 
The experiment was arranged in a randomized block design of 3 replica-
tions. Thus, there were 12 plots, each 10 feet wide and oriented up-and...down 
slope. · 
Plant Matter Yields 
Througho11t the season, visual observation showed no large differences 
in density of growth, rate of growth, or amount of plant cover density among 
the treatments. In the fall of 1959, clippings were made on each plot to 
determine the amount of plant-matter produced on each treatment. The clip-
pings were made from i -milacre quadrats (1/4000 A.) to facilitate conver-
sion of data to the tons-per-acre basis, as presented in table 7. 
Table 7. Fresh-matter yields in Tons/Acreo October, 1959. 
Treatment 
.... 
adl N + acl P2o5 
Bcfl N +16c:fl P205 
Bc:JI N +24rfl P205 
acJI N +32cfl P205 
Fresh matter yields (T./A.) 
The yield of fresh-matter was noticed to increase with rate of P205 
applied up to the rate of 240 lbs,/A. At the highest fertilizer ra·te, 320 
lbs./A. of P205, the yield dropped slightly to the level obtained with 160 
ros./A. of P2050 
The plant material samples are being separated into legumes~ grasses 
and weeds for determination of the amounts of each species produced on each 
• 
• 
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treatment. Also d:ry matter yields will be measured from these samples to 
enable more complete conclusions to be obtained from this study. 
Fertilizer Rate Trials on Kansan Till 
Seymour, Iowa 
A fertilizer-rate trial was initiated in the fall of 1959 on a backslope 
on Highway 55, 5 miles north of Seymour, Iowa. The purpose of this study 
is to determine the optimum fertilizer rate and combination of N and P for 
establishment of vegetation on exposed Kansan till material. 
The experimental area is 216 by 20 feet in size (120 ft. 2 or Oo003 A.) 
located on a west-facing 3:1 slope on exposed Kansan glacial till subsoil 
material. under a Seymour surface soil. It is located 917 feet south of the 
Hwy. 55 and 2 intersection. This particular site was selected because of 
the evennees of the slope and due to the large amount of . Kansan till material 
exposed along with various other strata. The backslope face is transected 
by several visible horizons of various soil materials. A topsoil layer of 
0-2 feet of loess (Seymour silt loam) covers the top of the slope. Just 
under the loessial cap is located a 4-6 foot wide layer of a distinct red-
dishf.eiTeto zone. The bulk of the exposed area was OA'i.dized and leached 
Kansan glacial till, however, towards the bottom of the slope, calcium car-
bonate concretions and depositions are noticeable, indicating the beginning 
of an oxidized and unleached strata. Prior to applying the treatments, soil 
samples were taken of each strata for analysis of nutrient content. 
The area was then prepared for seeding by light tillage and harrowing .. 
The experiment consisted of a randomized-block design of 9 treatments and 
4 replications, giving a total of 36 plots. The following fertilizer treat-
ments were applied by hand: 
1. 0-0-80 
2. 0-80-80 
3.. 0-160-80 
4. 40-0-80 
5. 40-80-80 
6. 40-160-80 
7. 80-0-80 
8. 80-80-80 
9. 80-160-80. 
(Same as Hwy. Connn. specificatiri>ns) 
The fertilizer was lightly raked in by hand and the following seeding 
mixture applied broadcast: 
Bromegrass 10 lbs./A. 
Orchard grass 6 ti 
Timothy 4 u 
Lespedeza 5 It 
Alfalfa 5 ti 
• 
... 
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The area was again lightly harrowed and a mulch of it tons/acre of 
straw applied by hand. 
Observations will be made of earl.v spring growth and it will be followed 
through the growing season to notice plant cover density, plant and species 
numbers, etc. Plant matter yields a..11d cover density measurements will be 
made, along with erosion control observations, to dete1~nine the opt:inl"~m rate 
of fertilizer application for vegetative establishment on this material. 
HIGHWAY BACKSLOPE RESEARCH 
Report on Agronomic Studies 
1954 - 1956 
Paul Peperzak and W. D. Shrader* 
Introduction 
This report is an attempt to cover all research done by 
the authors on the problem of highway be.ck slope vegetative 
stabilization during the period January l, 1954 to April 1, 
1956. This research was done under Project No. 1010, sponsored 
jointly by the Agricultural Experiment Station, Iowa State 
College and the Iowa State Highway Commission. 
Some of the data and results have been previously reported 
in: 
a. Highway backslope vegetetive stabilization, 1954· 
Progress Report in Agronomic Studies. Paul Peperzak and 
w. D. Shrader. 
b. Correlation of selected soil indices with plant 
growth on·h1ghway backslopes, Ph. D. Thesis, Iowa State College, 
1956. Paul Peperzak. 
In the cours~ of the .present report frequent references will be 
made to the above papers. 
Research done in the two yee.r period, 1954-1956, included 
the following: 
* Formerly Graduate Assistant and Research Associate; and 
Associate Professor of Soils, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, 
resp. 
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1. Three field experiments were initiated and a.re still 
being continued. One of these experiments has furnished 
pertinent data already. 
2. Four greenhouse experiments were initiated and harvested. 
3. A survey of problem soils exposed on highway backslop0s 
was made. 
4. Plant and soil samples were collected on 55 sites within 
these problem materials. 
5. A total of 254 soil samples thus ta.l{en were enalyzed on 
both physice_l and chemical cha.Pe.cter1st1cs. 
6. On the basis of these analyses~ problem soils were 
described end cheractor:tzed. 
7. A stat1st1ce.l ane-,lysis wa.s me.de t.o determine possible 
relationships between the t:elected soil indices and 
plant growth on highwE>..y backslopes. 
A fairly well definod rcse~rch ple.n was h0rewith completed 
ond it is now felt that a suni.m2ry of e.11 cl.eta and results 
obtained in this study will :prove both desireble and informative. 
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Statement of Problem 2nd Objectives of :gesearch Program 
The problem in highway backslope revogetaticn is one of 
excessive costs mainly. Costs involved in mainte.ining back-
slopes, (seeded or not seoded), which are easily eroded; end 
costs involved in high seeding rates and in weed control. 
All of these costs might be reduced if a vegetative cover 
could be established re.pidly so that erosion is prevented; 
reseeding is unnecesse,ry and weed grcwth is limited. 
Thus, the objective is the r2pid. establishment of a 
vegetative cover on beckslopes cut in different materials. 
A study of optimUL11 seeding re:tos end mcst suitable mixtures 
for each of the major subsoil materials is a bota.nicnl one end 
has been handled by the Botany Depr:rtme:nt:, I. S. c., under the 
same project. 
It is our problem to investigate which is a favorBble 
environment f0r ple.nt gr':"wtl1 rm these rr.atoria1s. It is, 
therefore, necessary 
·1. to knew the ma torie,l s (see Intro:luc ti on 3, 4, .5 and 6) 
2. to study tho correlation of existing ple.nt growth with 
the soil materis.ls on which it was found (Introduction 
4, .5 and 7) 
J. to try to improve plent grcwth on these soil materials by 
addi ti ves--fertilizers E'.nd/or soil conditioners--
( Introduction 1 and 2) 
It will be seen that the problem has indeed been approached 
from these three angles. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Problem Arees, Occurrence and Extent 
It was noticed, during e prel1rn~n£ry survey of highway 
backslopes,. th8t those which were cut and seeded prior to 1948 
usue.lly h2.d a dense vegetative cover. A 2 to 4-incl:l leyer of 
topsoil has been formed on these oJ,.d.er cuts, so that differences 
in plant growth between .:l.ifferent s·~il mnteria.ls are usually 
o bl 1 tere. ted. 
For the present study we ox~mined especially those slopes 
which were cut F.nd seeded rether recently, say in the lest five 
yea.rs, and which showed a wid.e var1£'t1c:J. in subsoil ma.ter1els •. 
A sunrnary of this survey rppecrs in Tnble 1. 
From the listing it is cbvious thst probleu: E>rees especially 
occur in western and scuthern I 1.:we. The ~lmost level topography 
of northern Iowa--wi th the excepti·Jn of the steep slopes and cuts 
in calcarecus rock ::ne..teriP.,l in the n1)rth0~ster:n part of the 
State--excludes by its very ru?,ture the construction of backslopes 
of any significe.nt size in the c0urse of highwny building. 
Two distinct patterns of backslopes cen be found within 
the problel!l arer:s. E8ch occurs in its own specific geographic 
region. The bcundBry between the two regions falls roughly 
along u. s. Highway 71. This boundary is epproximately the same 
as the one which limits the C.e:posi t cf deep l1)CSS (over 200 inches) 
in western Iowa. 
Highwe.y backslopes west of this boundery expose high cuts 
in deep, mostly calcareous, loess, over1Ry1ng calcareous till. 
-~­.,,, 
If insufficient vegetation has been established on these slopes, 
severe erosion may occur, especially in the deep loess material. 
Till exposures in this area seem to suffer severe erosion only 
when they are of pronounced sandy texture or when large sand 
pockets occur. 
Backslopes inthis category carried, in general, a fair to 
poor vegetation on the different weathering zones of loess and 
till. Good vegetation was mostly observed on the oxidized and 
calcareous zones in either locss or till. Of the two plant 
species, bromegrass end alfalfa, brcmegre.Bs seemed to prevail 
on leached loass. Beth species occurred :tn almost even 
proportion on all other soil me.ter:teJ so 
In the second region of the survey, approxirr:ately east of 
Highway 71, backslopos often give large Gxposures of till in 
many stages of weathering, covered by locss material to various 
depths. Erosion occurs espcc12lly in the more sandy materials 
and it may become serious on ordinary till if no satisfactory 
vegetation has been established within ~. few ye2.rs after grading. 
Vcgete.t1on usually mnkos a fEiirly setisfactory growth in ·. 
·this area except on these specific problem zones which may 
constitute a large percentege of a beokslopo surface. Plant 
growth may be virtually nil in such c~ses. 
Slightly wee.thered till materiel supports, in general, a 
fair to good vegetation, but it appe~rs that growing conditions 
must be made almost ideal by a strict following of standardized 
seeding procedures in order to insure a rapid establishment of 
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plant growth on these soils. The results of field and greenhouse 
experiments have indicated that applicetion of fertilizer, 
especially of a combination of nitrogen 811.d phosphorus will 
greatly speed up this process. 
The best growth is, in genere.l, observed on tho loess 
material overlaying the till. Thero is en in~ication that 
vegetation on loess in this rr:3gion is moro luxurious than that in 
the western pe.rt of the state. A higher degree of weathering, 
giving the materials properties which may make them more like 
mature soils, r.:iay account .fer this pLo:r:o:J:encn .. 
Alfalfa rind brooegrass occurre:..l tc equ2.l extent on the loess 
weathered till material. Brcmegress gppoared to be the dominant 
species on leached loess. In tli.o cc: se thnt any vegetf'tion at all 
was present on ferretto zrmes ond B horiz~ms cf surficial soils, 
bromegrass plants egain outnucbered alf2lf2. 
A generalized profilo ssquence in tnis area includes the 
following zones and horizons: (1) surficia.l soil, (2) B-horizon 
of surficial soil, (J) ox1dizea ~nd leeched loess, (4) oxidized 
and calcareous loess, (5) fossil A2 horizon, (6) ferretto zone 
(fossil B horizon), ( 7) oxi•:'l.izecl 2nd loe.chcc1 till, ( 8) oxidized 
and calcareous till, ( 9) Ui."1.-oxidized end celcnroous till. 
An almost similar profile r:my include gumbotil instead of 
a ferretto zone. 
One or two feet below the top of a backslope one may find 
fairly poor growth on the exposed B2 horizon of the surficial 
soil. Not more than a sc£'.nty vegetation is usuc..lly supported by 
the three problem materials which cnn be found below the present 
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B2 horizon. These materials a.re a distinct very· light grf'.y or 
white (when dry) fossil A2 horizon, ~. contresting reddish-brown 
ferretto zone and a grey gumbotil zone with plastic sticky clay 
when wet or hard e.ncl cracking when dry. 
Un-oxidized till may bccur in the lower part of a. backslope. 
Veget£1.tion on this mt>.ter1nl is in most plnces fP.ir, but a.lwe.ys 
f'e.r less satisfactory than it is an the oxidized materiEi.l 
immediately above it. Extremely poor ~lF'.nt gr'Jwth was observed 
in a few instances on un-cxii1ze~ till, but 1t is believed that 
other circumstances rether than unfav·ora·c,le soil conditions are 
to be blamed f0r this condition. 
Two other kinds of matori~l heve been surveyed and sa.mpled 
which, however, (io not strictly bel:>ng in the above-described 
pntterno 
Some slcpes expose b~th aci~ ~nd non-8cid shale material. 
Growth is extremely poor on tl'le E.'.cL:: meteria.l ~.nd fair to poor 
on the non-acid she_le. · Exposures cf sr:E'le on :1ighway back slopes 
are not of common occurrence enc:. heve, therefore, been little 
studied in this connection. 
Sendy mnter1als hc.ve boon e.n object of study, either in 
the forn: of e.eol1E.n sand ncrr big ri vors :Jr in the forr: of 
colluvium at the foot of be.cksl'.)pes in c:.rift material. Plant 
growth on these materials is irregular eni ranges from very poor 
to excellent. This difference 'in growth appears to have been 
caused by a wide rE'.llge in soil physical and chemicel properties 
within this group of seer.iingly like material. 
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Characterization of Me.jor Individual Zones in Backslopes 
Of 241 samples taken, at 55 sites {see figure 1 and pp. 
142-147, reference b.), from different backslope materials, 192 
samples were selected as representative of specific zones. 
Averages of analytical data* e.re given in Tables 2 to: 4. 
Till and loess materials are here diYidecl into their distinct 
zones of wee.thering. Data for oxidized and calcareous, oxidized 
and leached aYJ.d de-oxidized and leache:l loess are, moreover, 
separated according to their geogrn?hic 10c2tion. 
Till me.terirJ... As a group tr.is m2.teriecl includes all till 
---·--~--
in which weBthering has progressed. but llttle.. Ferretto, 
gumbotil 8nd fossil A2 horizons, 01•2.ginsJ.ly devoloped from till, 
are not included in this group but will bo described separately. 
Till materials are, in genere.1, loa.Dy and include sandy loams 
Emd clay loams. Color rringe frorr: dr:rk olive gray for un-oxidized 
zones to yellowish brcwn fer :_:xidizeC.. stPges. 
Values for volur.:e weight c.:r:::.: 8ggre:;nticn for all till 
SEimples appear to be higher thc.n the averege of the backslope 
materials. Eighty percent of the semples fe..11 in the lower 
category of totcl porosity which is Dr:.~stly due to a gener~.l 
lower capillary rorosity. Wilting percentage is on the low side 
while all but 10 percent of the snr:ples fe.11 in the two lower 
intervals for moisture equivalent. (Y:f!> E. 24065.%). Available 
water as measured by (M. Eo - W. P.) is, consequently, lower 
than average. Initial nitrate rmd nitrifiable nitrogen are 
*Indi vidu2,l analytical dntn are presented in the Appendix 
of reference b: pp. 148-182. 
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sl i ghtly higher than average while available phosphorus shows 
a relativ~ly even distribution, except for the fact that only 
6 percent of the samples have more available phosphorus then 
3 lbs./acre. Seventy-three percent of the till samples have a 
pH higher than 7.25. The lerge number of samples with low 
cation exchange capacity, low exchangeable hydrogen, low total 
exchangeable bases and high base saturation is apparent from 
frequency distributions of enalytical values (see reference b: 
PP• 41-50). 
Loess material.. Texture of lOE;SS :naterials in the surveyed 
region ranges from silt lcem to silt:- clay loam depending on 
location and deg,-ree of we8.tl1er1ng. Cclr:irs vary from yellowish 
brown and light olive brown f0t" the cxLlized state, to light 
brown gray and light olive for the de-oxidized zones. 
Eighty percent of this me.teri~l hes yields which fall in 
the upper two yield classes as WE!.s e.lso observed in the case of 
till materials. A further c~i!::r•e:rison with till reveals that 
many of the attributes of loess ere cornple~ent~ry to those of 
till. This is especially striking in the case of sand end silt 
content, volume weight, the V8rious moisture percentages, 
aggregation, total porosity f'.nd eveilable ph·')Sphorus. This might 
· indicate that r-. high 1ntercorrelE!t1on exists between these 
factors, the primary cause being loce.ted in textural differences. 
Thus, in the case of loess, one may expect that l?w se.nd and high 
silt contents can be releted. to low volume weight, a higher water 
availability (as measured by M. E. - W. P.), a lower percentage 
of water stable aggregates and a high total porosity. It is · .. _ ' 
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doubtful if the amount of available phosphate is directly 
related to the texture per ~· It might be explained by the 
fact that the major phosphate carrying mineral, appatite, occurs 
in the silt fraction predominant in loess. 
All other chemical characteristics follow a relatively 
even distribution except for the cation exchange capacity. With 
50 percent of all loess samples having a clay content of 20-29%, 
a rough calculation gives an average cation exchange capacity 
for this clay fraction in the neighborhood of 80 me. Assuming 
that organic matter 1s practically absent;, this indice.tes that 
clay minerals present in loess must be largely of the mont-
morillonite type. 
Table J shows some obvious chenge in properties of oxidized 
loess material with the degrea of weathering. This is recog-
nizable not only by the degree of leaching but also by the 
geographical location of the looss materials. Previous authors 
have found that wes.thering in locss he.s progressed with the 
distance between sourco and location of deposit. The present 
findings indicate that leached loess has a lower sand and higher 
clay content than calcareous loess. 
The most prominent differences between calcc:ireous and leached 
loess are increased aggregation (from .019 mm. to .J98 mm.), 
wilting point (from 8.9% to lJ.9%), moisture c:.quivalent (from 
22.7% to 26.5%), and cetion excht>nge cepacity (from 15.1 me. to 
20.2 me.).* All these increases :rr:ay be correl2ted again with 
a simultaneous increose in cley content (from 1.5.5% to 28.3%) 
*Figures quoted here refer to loess me.teri8l in the eastern 
part of th0 state, but similar differences are observed in the 
western part. 
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which in this case does not seem to have been affected by 
deposition but by increased weathering. A further increase in 
clay content and a relative decrease in aeration and capillary 
porosity is caused by difference in distance between source and 
location of loess depos1 ts. A remarke.blG decrease in available 
potassium occurs also from west to east, both in leeched end 
unleached loess. 
l3 horizons. Materials included in this g!'oup may have 
developed under different conditions of plant growth (grass or 
trees) and may belong to quite differer/s soil types. Hetero-
geneous though they may be, they are gr0upcd. here together 
because they rnay have several fFctors in common with respect to 
re-vegetation of backslopes. They ere, in genc:r81, of silty 
clay loam texture find rc:.llge in color fro:n dark yellowish brown 
to light gray brown. All B hcrizons stud~ed appeared to have 
been developed from loesso Consequently, they may be c0nsidered 
as loess zones in which westhering has progressed to a great 
extent. 
Texturally, they contain en average of seven percent more 
clay tha.YJ. the oxidized leoched loess 1n ee.stern Iowa.. Due to 
their higher cley content they have e.. higher aggregntion, lower 
aeration porosity, higher wilting p0int end moisture equivalent 
and higher cation exchenge cripacity thPn is average for loess 
materials. 
Avernge values for B h0rizons (Table 4) Bs compered with 
those for oxidized or leached loess (Table 3), however, revenl 
thet both groups of me.terials are very much alike in soil physical 
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properties. In this respect it is interesting to note that even 
though the B horizons he.ve a distinctly higher. cla.y content, the 
total content of fine materie.l, silt plus clay, is e.pproximately 
the same in both cases. One might infer from this that physical 
conditions are es well determined by the total silt and clay 
content as by the clay content alone. The largest difference 
between B horizons and oxidized and leached loess occurs in the 
content of nitrifiable nitrogen which is only 5.a lbs./acre in 
B horizons as compared to 21.0 to J8.4 lbs./acre in the latter 
group. The average phosphorus content of E horizons is remarkably 
high in comparison with that of all other backslope materials. 
Another high value occurs in the form of exchangeable hydrogen 
(.5.J me.) which is only second to that in acid shales (8.5 me.). 
Base saturation percentage and pH are, consequently, exceptionally 
low and follow the similar relationships. 
Buried A2 horizons. These buried soils have been formed in 
till either under grass or forest vegetation. This light-colored 
material (yellowish brown to pale olive and with occasional light 
gray fine mottling) has a wide range in texture from silt loam 
via loam to sandy clay loam. Similarities between A2 horizons 
and till material, from which they may in part be derived, may· 
be observed from the frequency distribution of the samples. 
Notable deviations occur in aggregation, moisture equivalent and 
available water (M. E. -·w. P.). The nature of A2 material 
warrants comparison with average values of leached till zones. 
Aggregation appears to be far loss and volume weight is somewhat 
higher in the case of A2 materiel. Wiltir..g point and moisture 
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equi valent are indeed lower but the difference between these two 
values yields an a.mount of available water which i~ almost equal 
to that in oxidized leached till. Porosity data are slightly 
lower too. Average data for nitrogen and potassium indicate 
the extremely leached and chemically poor character of these A2 
materials. Nitrifiable .nitrogen content in Az horizons is 4.J 
lbs .. /acre as compared to 29.6 lbs./acre in oxidized and leached 
till. Available potassium. is likewise decreased from 257 lbs./ 
acre to 119 lbs~/acre. Compared with 10.si.ched till, there 1s a 
larger difference in cation exchange ce.pacities (from 17.2 me • 
. for leached till to 12.0 ma. for A2 metsrials) then in exchange-
Etble hydrogen (from l.8 mo. to 2.0 me. respectively) resulting in 
a lower percent base satui .. ation for A2 material. 
Ferretto zone~ Both ferretto zones Pnd gumbot1l are 
highly weathered zones of maximum cla.y accumulation comparable 
with B horizons in modern soil profiles. The difference between 
f erretto zones and gumbctil seems to be caused by prevailing 
drainage conditions and vegetation at the ti~e of formation. 
Ferretto zones included in this survey have materials of 
clay loam texture, which often times grade into the more sandy 
loam and loam classes. Their colors vary from brownish yellow 
and yellowish brown to strong brown, mostly variegated with red 
and yellow red. They are somewhat richer in clay than the till 
material from which they are derived. Consequently, they have a 
higher than average wilting point a.nd moisture equi va.lent but 
are like till in total water availability (M. E. - w. P.). Most 
(75%) of the ferretto samples have an aeration porosity lower 
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than 806 percent and a high capillary porosity. This again is 
in apparent correlation with their high clay content. Compared 
with ordinary oxidized and leached till (Table 2) ferretto 
materials appear to have a lower value for water stable aggregates 
(.380 mm. versus .6JJ mm. in leached till) which in this instance 
might be related ·to a higher degree of wea.thering. A similar · 
relationship of decrea.sed aggregation with degree of weathering 
was noted emong the various weathering groups of till. 
Average values for nitrogen and phosphorus are even lower 
than those for A2 materials, and are, as a matter of fact, lower 
than in any other bz.ckslope material with the exception of shales. 
Cation exchange capacity is approximately 25 percent higher 
than in oxidized and leached till, but is almost the same as in 
the deoxidized and leached till. 
Gumbotil. Material belonging to this group is generally of 
distinct clayey texture.. The color is light brownish gray or 
light olive, variegated in different degrees wit~ yellow, yellowi~h 
browni strong brown or yellow red. It m8.y easily be distinguished 
from ferretto m€lter1al by its color ~md texture. Its clay content· 
1s considerably higher then thet of ordinBry de-oxidized leached 
till, with which it may bo compered end is, in fact, maximal in · 
comparison with ~ny other beckslope ~e.terial (with the exception 
of the two non-acid shale samples). Ninety percent of the sampled 
gumbotils had clP.y contents higher then J6.9 percent, while the 
average clay content was 48.2 percent. 
Volume weight (1.37 gr./cc.) is about 10 percent less than 
that of e.ny of the other till mETteri?ls including ferretto. This 
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may be attributed to its high capillary porosity. Aeration 
porosity is as low as that of ferretto material. Aggreg~t1on is 
between that for ferretto and de-oxidized and leached till. 
W11 ting point, moisture equi va.lent ~md maximum we.ter ~,va1lability 
are higher than for e.ny other mE'lterial found on bacH;slopes. The 
average value for·wilting point 1s 21.2 percent and for moisture 
equivalent, ;7.5 percent. As in all problem mBterie.ls, n1trif1able 
nitrogen is low.. Av81lable pote,ssium is very high for t111-
derived m8ter1al and cation exchE>nge cr:iprctiy (£1.vere.ge of .25.8 me.) 
appears to be again a maximur:i value. Both high V8lues ~ay be 
explained by the high content of, presut:iF.:,bly, highly weathered 
clay r.iater1e.l. 
Sand. mater~o This group contains rathor heterogeneous 
material (as has been noted before), but due to tho distinct 
textural fee.ture of very high sand, associateC. with low clay e.nd 
silt CJntents, it is 1~teresting to observe possible simultaneous· 
changes in verious so11 properties. The following close corre-
lation with texture may be observed: A high avere.ge volume 
weight of 1.60, a value which was found only in buried A2 material; 
extremely low avere.ges for wilting pcint (J.1.%), moisture equiva-
lent (7.2,%), M. E. -W. P. (4.1,%}, capilleryporosity (18.1,%) and·, 
total porosity (}5.7%); and a simultaneous rna.ximll.t'll e..verage value 
for aeration porosity (17.6,%). None of these values is equalled 
by those in other soil materials except for total porosity which 
is minimal in the CE'.se of A2 material (32.4,%'). The contents of 
initial and nitrifieble nitrogen are recarkably high--as a. matter 
of fact, maxinal--while available potassiu~ is second lowest, with 
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139 lbs./acre, efter that in Az material, with 119 lbs./acre. 
The C8.tion exchenge ce.pac1ty is, according to expect8.tions, quite 
low (6.) me.). 
The color of these SE.'tnd m8teri2ls is predomin~.ntly light 
olive brown indicating the presence of some organic matter, which, 
in its turn, accounts for the high figures for nitrogen. 
Shale. A few of the prominent features of this m2teriel 
will be discussed here even though only two samples of ea.ch kind, 
acid and non-acid shale, were obtained. 
The acid shale materi2l is gray brown or yellowish brown 
and of clay loam texture. In physicel che.racteristics it is 
much like till. The distinct feature is, of course, its acidity 
recognizable by low pH (4.6), high exchangeable hydrogen (8.5 me.) 
and low base saturntion (36%). Vegetation is obviously limited 
due to this high acidity which nay be toxic to the plents. The 
high phosphorus content (7.8 lbs./acre) is curious. 
The two samples of the non-acid meterial were dark gray-
brown and olive respectively. Both he,d a clay texture with en 
average maximal amount of clay of 55.8%. The usu2l prcperties of 
water percente,ges and p::'.lrosity are again correl8.ted with this 
high clay content. 
From the above discussion on soil mPterie.ls it is quite 
obvious that many o.f the measured soil properties are intercorre-
lated. It appee.rs thet many of these correlations e.re C8used 
primarily by association with specific textural features. These 
again appear to be lergely determined by the w~y in which depo-
sition of the waterial occurred (in the cese of loess materials) 
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or by the degree of weathering to which the meteri8l has been 
subjected. 
Greenhouse Experiments 
HG 01. The effect of addition of fertilizers end soil con-
ditioners to four different backslope soil materials on plant 
growth thereon. The four soil materials used in this experiment 
were: gumbotil, oxidized Kansan till, calcareous loess and aeolian 
sand. Plant growth was measured with sudangrass as indicator 
crop. Details and final results of this experiment appeared in 
the first progress report (reference a: pp. 9-19). 
A statistical analysis of the results is given in Tables 5 
to 8. Fertilizer and conditioner treetments, singly and in 
combination, resulted in highly significant increases in plant 
growth on all soils, except on Kansan t:ill. On this material 
conditioner treatments failed to improve plant growth, probably 
because of the coarse and loose pseudo-aggregated structure of 
this soil material even without treatment with soil conditioners. 
On gumbotil all fertilizer treatments including nitrogen 
appear to increase pl2nt growth significantly; e.nd if in combi·-i-
nation with phosphate, yields of plsnt tops are roughly four 
times as high as those of the nitrogen treatment alone. 
Similar results are obta.ini:;d on eeolie.n se.nd: n1 trogen and 
phosphate in combination give yields which are double of those of 
the nitrogen treatment E'llone. 
Plant growth on Kansan till is especially helped by the 
addition of nitrogen and phosphate in combination. Nitrogen 
alone fails to give en appreciable increase here. 
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Yields on calcareous loess are doubled by an addition of 
phosphate alone, but are aga.in tremendously increased by an appli-
cation of nitrogen and phosphate together. Nitrogen alone has 
apparently no effect. 
Except in the case of gumbot11 1 which already has a high 
K-content, addition of potash to the N + P fertilizer appears to 
increase somewhat th~ effect on plant growth. 
All conditioner treatments increased yields on gumbotil, 
but the increase was significant only in the case of the F2 con-
di t1oner (a latex preparation). 
Resin powder, used as soil conditioner, gave marked increases 
in plant growth on both the loose textured materials, loess and · 
sand. 
All other conditioners improved growth on send, but none of 
the conditioners had any appreciably effect on Kansan till. 
Interaction between fertilizers and soil conditioners were 
significantly present on ~11 soils except on Kansan till again. 
Individual data (see reference a: pp. 14-17) show that combi-
nation of fertilizers and conditioners are especially successful 
where the right fertilizer mixture has been used (see above 
discussion on fert111zer effects). 
Hoot growth (see reference a: pp. 10, 14-18) showed in most 
cases relative increases due to fertilizer e:nd/ or soil con-
ditioner treatments in a similar fashion as top growth. Per-
centage wise, however, increments in root growth were half as 
large as those in top growth. 
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HG 02. The effect of fertilizer--NP and NPK--additions to 
gumbotil and oxidized Kansan till on plant growth thereon. 
Details and results of this experiment have previously been 
reported in reference a: pp. 19-22~ Two indicator plants were 
used: sude.ngress and rice.* 
Both wet and dry weights of plt:.1.nt tops were recorded. Wet 
weights seem to give e-. better measure of ple.nt growth, as it 
includes the water t~ken up by the pl~mt under actual growing 
conditions. 
An analysis of ve.rie.nce plus summary of averages of plant 
weights {sudangrass) on gumbotil is presented in Table 9. 
Tho analysis shows thet nitrogen e.lone hns e definite 
effect on plant growth, which appears to be increased when phos:- -
phate is added to the nitrogen. Fhosphate edditions alone in-
crease veget8tive growth too; the effect is, however, not 
significant.** 
In general, it may be concluded that increasing phosphate 
applications did not improve plent growth et a low nitrogen level 
(N1 ). At higher nitrogen levels (Nz & N3, 200 and JOO lbs. N/A 
resp.), 
*In view of tho enom8lous behnvior of rice in this experiment, 
we will exclude the results obtained with this 1ndic8tor plar.t 
from the discussion. 
**In this series of experiments veriation between individual 
pots was so 12.rge thr't, together w1 th the small number of repet-
1 tions (2), it was virtually impossible to obtain differences 
which were statistically signif ic~.nto 
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however, increased phosphate applications result in successive 
increments in growth. The highest level of combined nitrogen 
and phosphate C'NJP.3 = JOO lbs .. N/A + JOO lbs. P205/A) more than 
doubled plant growth in comparison with the N1P1 treatment. 
A second part of the same experiment involved oxidized 
Kanse..n till. An e.nalysis of a pe.rt of these dat~. is given in 
Tables lOa and. lOb. 
Even though the e.nalysis indicates significant effects, 
there ere few significant differences between individual treat-
ments or levels, due to the relatively largo varience end stond-
ard deviation. 
An increese in nitrogen levels alone decreases plant yields 
instead of increasing them. Incre~sed phosphate ·eppl1cations, 
however, result in large increments 1n ple.nt growth. 
Interaction between nitrogen Bnd phosphe.te is such that, 
in combination with higher phosphe.te £1.pplications, increased 
nitrogen levels oventue..lly have a positive effect on plent 
growth. From this it would eppee,r that the right bslar..ced comb1-
net1on of nitrogen and phosphete is of the utmost importance 
in the case of Kansan till. 
Similer conclusions ma.y be drewn from Te.ble lOb where 
successive increases of the NP level result in yield increments 
from 21% to 134%. A rela.t1 vely low application of potash 
(Ki = 100 lbs. K20/A) improved plant growth slightly to moderately 
at each of the different NP levels. 
Soil 
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HG OJ. The effect of fertilizers and soil conditioner 
on the growth of sudangrass on four subsoils and one topsoil. 
The four packslope materials in this experiment were: 
1) unoxidized till, 2) gumbotil, )} ferretto and 4) buried 
A2• Plant growth on these (poor) subsoils was compared with 
that on a relatively fertile Tama topsoil. 
Treatments were chosen on the basis of the results of 
the two previous greenhouse experiments: HG Ol and HG 02, 
and on the chemical analysis of each soil material separately. 
Chemical Ana.lys1s of Soil Materials 
Used in Experiment HG OJ & HG 04 
.. exch. H C.E.C. 1nit N avail P · ava.11 K mol13t 
material pH me/100 me/100 (lbs/A) (lbs/A) (lbs/A} eat•i.v .. 
gr. gr. ["='' .f' I 
Unoxidized Till 7.4 o.oo 2.1 J Ll 208 13o0' 
Gumbot11 7.3 3.30 26.2 6 <l 296 J1 ~ •'• ... J 
Ferret to 5.85 2.72 1.5.7 (1 "-l 124 18,,1..~ 
Buried A2 . 5.3 3.58 B.o 3 ..(1 86 15,.6 
Tama topsoil 5.95 7.22 71l~' 
The fertilizer treatments included combinations of 
N; (JOO lbs N/A), 4 levels of phosphate (100 to 400 lbs. 
P20;;/A), K (different amounts of added potesh, depending on 
ava1le.ble K 1n soil me.teriel; m~ximum total amount = 300 lbs 
availE'ble K20/A) and minor nutrients (B, Mn, Zn, Cu, Mo and 
Fe). The conditioner employed in this experiment W8S powdered 
resin, the same es used in HG ol (R). From a prel1m1ne,ry 
laboretory experiment, 1t wes determined th~t addition of 
resin at tho rate of 0.2% of total soil weight at moisture 
near 
equivalent gave/optimum aggregation and aggregate stability. 
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A summary and e.n~lyses of vcr1ance of the results of 
this experiment ~re given in Tables 11-17. 
A glance at Table 11 shows th~t the proper combin8tion of 
fertilizers may boost yields on subsoils as high as 22 times 
those of the check treatments. Off h8nd, it seems thnt the 
Etddi ti on of soil conditioner does not grea.tly improve yields, 
except where the fertility status is at an optimum. In tha.t 
case, conditioner may sizably increase the already relatively 
high growth response. 
It also appears that with optimum fert111zer additions, 
plant growth on these subsoil materie.ls may be almost as gool"l 
as on the fairly fertile, but non-fertilized, topsoil. This 
point especially is of 1mporte.nce since it proves thst--api:.L_.C 
from the disadvantage due to slope--these su~so1ls heve the 
capacity to support a decent vegetation, provided that their 
fertility is raised to a sufficien~ level. 
Tables 12-16 indicate the effects (end their significance) 
of the different fertilizers end conditioner singly or in 
combination on the plent growth on ea.ch of the various soil 
materials. 
The resin effect, teken over r:ll fertilizer treatments 
including nitrogen and the control treatment, 1s significant 
only in the ca.se of buried A2 soil material. The lack of 
natural aggrege.tion of this closely-pBcked fine silt material 
explains, o.f course, the beneficial effect of a soil con-
d1 t1oner in providing a better eeration for plant growth. The 
average effect of resin over e.11 combinations with NJP3 
CN3P3, N3P3K and N3P3KM) is slso significe.nt on the same soil 
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material; so are the interactions of the conditioner with 
several fertilizer combinations• 
The only other soil material which shows some response, 
though non-significant, with resin is the unoxidized till. 
In this case, however, the effects are negative, instead of 
positive. The release of toxic substances from the till 
material may be the cause of this adverse effect. 
Nitrogen alone gives no significant increase in plant 
growth except in the case of the topsoil. Phosphorus alone, 
however, ha.s on all soils a highly significant effect, which 
is even increased by nitrogen on the ferretto material and 
topsoil. The phosphorus effect is the highest of all effects 
on unoxidized till and gumbot1l. 
Table 17 gives an estimate of the linear response of 
plant growth on all soil materials to five successive levels 
of P (each level represents an 1ncrea.se of 100 lbs P2o5/A, 
starting with zero). 
Unoxidized till and gumbotil experience a significant 
. . 
linear effect, but on all soils, including these two, P has a 
highly significant residual or curvilinear effect. The top-
soil forms a notable exception; the linear effect of P is 
highly significant but small (.0380), and the residual, 
curvilinear effect is non-significant. 
The effect of potassium, averaged over the N P level, is 
significant but negative in the case of unoxidized till. On 
the other low-K soil materials, its effect is positive but 
not significant. 
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Minor elements, averaged over the N3P;(K) level, are 
inconsistent in their effects on ple.nt growth. The effect is 
negative on unoxidized till, ferretto an4 topsoil, and positive 
on gumbotil and buried A2· The effect is significant in the 
latter case only. 
The combination of nitrogen and phosphorus has alrea.dy 
been mentioned. The combined effect 1s highly significant 
on all soil materials and is usually of the seme order as, or 
higher then, the effect of phosphorus alone (av.eraged over the 
same N level). 
The addition of potash to the NP combine.t1on gives an 
increased effect both on ferretto e.nd buried A2. 
Addition of minor elements to the NP level gives a 
higher effect on ferretto, but this effect is lower than 
that of the NPK combination. Something similar happens in 
the case of gumbot11, where the NPM effect is higher than 
the NP effect, but lower then the effect of P alone. Buried 
A2 is the only soil material which gives an increased response 
to the addition of minor elements: the NPKM combination has 
the highest effect of all combinations on this subso11. 
Summarizing those results, 1 t e..p:pee.rs that plant growth 
on all subsoils shows a highly sign1fice.nt response to the 
addition of a combined N and P fertilizer. The combination 
of JOO lbs N/A + JOO lbs P2o5/A seems to be very suitable. 
The level of phosphorus may even be re1sed ~.nether 100 lbs/A 
in the case of unoxidized till ~nd gumbot11, in view of the 
linear response on these subsoils. 
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Addi tion of potash and minor elements may give an extra 
response on ferretto and buried A2 material. Soil conditioner 
may improve the structure of bu?'ied A2 me.terial considerably 
at the higher fertility levels. This la.st point may be 
important in case an old backslope has a satisfactory vege-
tation, except for that zone. Simultaneous addition of 
conditioner and fertilizers may eliminate this "bare zone." 
HG 04. The effect of fertilizers and soil conditioner on 
the e;rowth of e.lfalfe. and bromegrass on four subsoils e.nd one 
topsoil. Soil materials, fertilizers e.nd conditioner were 
the se.me in this experiment as in Experiment HG 03, with the 
exception that lime w1:1s e.dded to three soils with pH lower 
than 6.o. A factoriel design was used as much as possible, but 
several treatments, such es phosphorus levels and minor 
elements, were added in non-f~ctorial combinations. 
Tables 18-22 give the results in dry weights of plant 
roots and tops. Agein, it may be seen that many combinations 
of fertilizers have a tremendous positive effect on plant 
growth, increasing both top and root growth. It is also 
evident that the ratio of alfalfa 2nd brome vegetation can be 
changed or controlled by different combinations of fertilizers. 
The same is true for tho ratio of roots to tops. 
The combination of nitrogen and phosphorus gives large 
increases in plant growth, both alfalfa e.nd brome, on all 
soil materials. Total ple.nt growth is increesed by additi?n 
of soil conditioner nnd other fertilizers, besides N and P, 
only in the case of ferretto e.r-d buried A2 • Growth of 
bromegrass alone is notably 1~prcved by the RN2P3KM treatment 
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on unoxidized till. Addition of lime end potash to the 
N2PJ combination on buried A2 boosts top growth of bromegrass 
from 8 to 24%. 
The ratio of alfalfa to brome is roughly 70:30 on ell 
soil_materials, except on gumbotil where it is 45:55. Phos-
phorus elone 1 or in combination with lime or potash, increases 
especially alfalfa growth so thst the ratio approaches 90:10. 
Nitrogen combinations tend to shift the ratio somewhat in 
favor of bromegrass. Ra.rely, however, is the weight of brome 
tops larger than tha.t of alfalfn tops, at least with the 
part1cul8r seeding rntj.o used in this experiment. 
Root growth follows top growth closely end is increased 
by the seme fEvorable fertilizer combi:rmtions. Soil con-
ditioner h...qs e special 18rge effect on root growth on unox1dize6 
till and ferrettoo Addition cf lime, potash Br.id minor elements 
to NP combinations 1ncrcwso root growth another JO to 100,%. 
Totnl weight of roots is, in most csses, 60 to 70% that 
of tops, except on buried A.2 8nd Terna topsoil where root growth 
exceeds top growth by 20 to 30%. The ret1o of roots to tops 
is almost doubled on unoxidized till by the addition of soil 
conditioner to the N2P3K~ treetmcnt. This effect is not 
seen on fJ.ny of the ether soil rr.nteri2.ls. 
Tc.bles 2.3-27 present the e,nalyses of v2rie.nce of the 
factor1nl treatments, including N 2.nd P treatments, and--
sorne--nlso Kand/or L treatments. Nitrogen alone has, in no 
c2se, a significP.nt effect on alf8lf2 top growth Els is to be 
expected. The effect on bro::ne tops (and roots to a lesser 
extent), however, 1s highly sig:nific8nt in nll c~ses. Phos-
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phorus alone has a high positive effect on alfalfa and brome 
top and. root growth on ail soils. The effect on alfalfa tops 
1s highest on u...~oxidized till (5.0275), on brome tops and on 
roots in the case of gumbot11 (2.1517 and 4.76JJ, respectively). 
The only significant effect of potash a.lone is ·on root 
growth in the case of ferretto, while the effect on roots on 
buried A2 1s even higher but non-significant (.8554 versus 
.7621). 
Lime alone gives significant effects on buried A2 
(alfalfa tops: .7596) and Tama topsoil (alfalfa tops: -l.J525; 
brome tops: 1.7517; roots: -J.3958). It should be noted that 
the effect of liming on the topsoil is largely negative. 
Of the fertilizer comb1nat1cns, 1t is again the N2P3 
interaction which yields the highest results on all subsoil 
materials, especially on bromc tops e.nd total root growth. 
The only other combinations which merit attention are: 
N2LK on alfalfa tops (.5692); P3K end N2P3K (.7429 and .4846, 
respectively) on ferretto; LP3 and P3K on alfalfa tops on 
buried Az (.7J21 e.nd .5662, respectively); and N2L on brome 
tops on the topscil (l.12JJ). 
The analysis of variance of phosphorus levels 1s given 
in Table 28. As in the previous experiment, unoxidized till 
and gumbot11 are the only two subsoils which show a linear 
response of plant growth to successive levels of phosphorus. 
The effect is largest in the case of gumbot11. Curvilinear 
effect of P-levels is highly significant for all plant growth 
on ferretto and for brome on buried A2. 
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The effects of minor elements and soil conditioner alone, 
taken over a full nutrient level, are presented in Tables 29-
32. Table 33 gives the same, including the effect of and 
interaction with lime on topsoil. Soil conditioner fails to 
·exert a significant effect on gumbotil but increases brome 
tops (and roots) apparently on all other subsoils. Only in 
the case of buried A2 can one find a significe.nt effect of 
minor elements on plant growth; but the effect is positive 
in the case of alfe.lfa and negative on brome, resulting in 
a non-significant effect on root growth. 
The effects of liming the topsoil on plant growth are 
largely negative, except on bromegrass where both lime and 
soil conditioner, but not their 1nter!:l.ct1ons, show a high 
positive effect. 
The results of this experiment lead, in general, to the 
same conclusions as in Experiment HG OJ. The advantage of the 
present experiment is thet the same plant species were used 
as are actually employed in backslope seeding so tha.t these 
results are directly applicable to the establishment or a 
vegetative cover on highway backslopes. 
We arrive to the following conclusions: 
1. A basic fertilizer mixture of 200 lbs N/A + 300 lbs 
P2o5/A is ideal for a rapid and dense esteblishment of a mixed 
al:f'alfa-brome vegetation on the major subsoil materials as 
exposed on highway backslopes. 
AJ;t additional 100 lbs P2o5/A may give a more luxurious 
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plant growth; but since we are aiming st a sufficient vege-
tative cover e.nd not at a maximum yield, the NzP; combination 
is at lee.st as good as the N2P~ combination e.nd more economical • 
. 2. Addition of 200 lbs K20/A to the basic N2P3 combi:-
na.tion will increase especially root growth on ferretto and 
buried A2 zones. These two zones are usue.lly located side 
by side, which makes a speci~l treatment more convenient. 
The heavy gully-erosion usually occurring on these materials 
emphasizes the importe.nce of extre. root gr.'.)wth. 
J. Further a.ddi ti on of 11.:::e ~ mi::..1or elonents and soil 
conditioner !:lay give o..dditional incrGsses ln plant growth. 
This seems, however, unnecessery fro!"l a pre.ctica.l as well 
as from an economic standpoint, since the voge·tati ve cover 
obtained before the 2dditicn of these "extras" appeEirs to be 
fully adequate. 
Table l. Occurrence and extent of highway backslopes 
Highway 
Number 
1 (State) 
l (State} 
l (State) 
2 (State} 
6 ( us } 
6 ( us ) 
14 (State) 
14 (State) 
14 (State) 
14 (State) 
15 (State} 
16 (State) 
21 (State) 
of problematic nature 
From: 
Kalona 
Washington 
Fairfield 
Sidney 
Colfax 
Newton 
Monroe 
Red Rock 
Knoxville 
Chariton 
Eddyville 
#218 ·(US) 
Deep River 
To: 
Washir..gton 
Brighton 
#16 (Sta.te} 
Shenandoah 
Newton 
Grinnell 
Red Rock 
Knoxville 
Chari ten 
Corydon 
Otttu11wa 
Denmark 
What Cheer 
* Classification 
A level country, no cuts 
B low cuts ( < 15' ) 
County 
Washington 
Washington 
Jefferson/ 
Van Buren 
Frem0nt 
Jaspsr 
Jasper 
Marion 
Merion 
Marinn/Lucas 
Luc.as/Wayne 
W2:pello 
Led 
Poweshiek/ 
1:eokuk 
C medium high cuts (15' - )0 1 ) 
D high cuts ( )JO 1 ) 
E vertical cuts 
1 graded, no vegetati:)n 
2 just seeded 
3 new vegetation, po0r teke, bare zones 
4 old vegete.tion, pcor te.ke, bare zones 
5 new vegetation, fa~r 
6 old vegetation, fair 
7 new vegetaticn, good 
8 old vegetetion, good 
Classifi-
cation* 
BCl 
C4 
C4 
C4 
CD4/6 
C4 
B2 
C4 
BCD4 
BCD4/6 
BC4/6 
BC4 
BC4 
Table 1. (Continued). Occurrence and extent of highway backslopes 
of problematic nature 
Highway 
Number 
25 (State) 
25 (State) 
31 (State) 
34 ( us ) 
.34 ( us } 
J4 ( us ) 
. 34 ( us ) 
37 (State) 
59 ( us ) 
61 ( us ) 
65 ( us ) 
69 ( us ) 
78 (State} 
78 (State) 
89 (State) 
90 (State) 
92 (State) 
92 (State) 
92 (State) 
137 (State) 
141 (State) 
141 {State) 
141 (State) 
148 (State) 
148 (State) 
169 ( us ) 
169 ( us ) 
169 ( ·US ) 
169 { us ) 
183 (State) 
212 (State) 
268 (State} 
273 (Ste.te) 
From: 
#6 (US) 
Greenfield 
Quimby 
10 mi .. W. Of 
Albia 
Ottumwa 
Lockridge 
Mt. Pleesant 
Soldier 
Cherokee 
Wapello 
Lucas 
Leon 
Brighton 
Winfield 
Madrid 
Dexter 
Council Bluffs.. 
#189 (State) 
Oskaloosa 
Oskaloosa 
Sioux City 
Coon B.apids 
Bagley 
#95 (State) 
Bedford 
#141 (State) 
#90 (State} 
Winterset 
Mt. Ayr 
Ute 
#21 (Ste.te) 
#59 (US} 
Dre.kesville 
To: 
Greenfield 
Creston 
Washta 
Albia 
Ba.ta via 
Mt. · Pleasant 
Danville 
Dunlap 
Holstein 
Mediapolis 
#306 ( Ste.te) 
Le.moni 
Olds 
County 
Adair 
Adair/Union 
Cherokee 
Classifi-
cation* 
CD4 
CD4/6 
Dl 
D4 
CD2 
C4 
Monroe 
Wapello 
Henry 
Henry/. s 
Des Moines C4/6 
Monona/ 
Crawford CDl/2 
Cherokee/Ida C4 
Louisa/ 
Des Moines CD4/8 
Luces CD2 
Deca t.ur CDJ 
Washington/ 
Henry C2/6 
Morning Sun Henry/Louisa C2 
Woodward Boone CD4 
w. Des Moines Dallas/Polk CDl/2 
12 mi. E. Of 
Council Bluffs Pottawattacie E4 
Greenfield Adair CD4/6 
#21 (State) Mahaska/ 
Eddyville 
Mapleton 
#25 (Sta.te) 
Perry 
Corning 
Missouri 
Ste.ta 
Adel 
Winterset 
Lorimor 
Missouri 
Ste.te 
Soldier 
Me.rengo 
Irwin 
#6) (US) 
Keokuk CD4/8 
Mahaska C4 
WOt)dbury E4 
Carroll/ 
Greene CD4/6 
Guthrie/ 
Dallas B4/6 
Adacs C4 
Taylor 
Dallas 
Madison 
Madison 
Ringgold 
Monona 
Iowa 
Shelby 
Davis 
C4/6 
C4/6 
CD4/6 
B4/6/8. 
CDl/.3 
Dl 
C.3 
CD4 
C4 
Table 2. Average values of plant yields and 20 soil factors 
in four weathering zones in till me.terial 
u.u.T.a o.u.T. (17)b (20) 
Yield (gm./plot) 1(4)- 43.0 
92(13) 
Sand (%) 38.J 43.0 
Silt (%) 32.4 28.8 
Clay (%) 29.2 28.2 
Mean aggr. diam. (mm.) .817 .927 
Vol. wt. (gm./cc.) 1.50 1.56 
Wilting point <%> 11.0 10.l 
Moist. equiv. <%> 20.7 20.5 
M. E. - W. P. C(%) 9.7 10.4 
Total porosity <%> J9.6 39.0 
Aeration porosity C%) 8.9 10.0 
Capillary porosity (%) 30.7 29.0 
pH . 7.9 a.o 
Initial N (lbs./A.) 3.4 4.5 
Nitrif. N (lbs./A.) 22.4 28,,2 
Avail. P (lbs./A.) 0.9 0.7 
Avail. K (lbs./A.) 299 243 
Cation exch. cap. (me.) 12.l 1).6 
Exchangeable H (me.) o.o o.o 
Total exch. bases (me.) 12.l lJ.,6 
Base saturation (%) 100 100 
au.u.T. = unoxidized and unleached till 
O.U.T. = oxidized and unleached till 
O.L.T. = oxidized and leached till 
D.L.T. = deox1d1zed and leached till 
O.L.T. (17) 
3a.3 
38.3 
31.8 
29.9 
.633 
1.51 
12.7 
22.7 
10.0 
38.2 
a.5 
29 •. 7 
7.1 
4.2 
29.6 
1.5 
257 
17.2 
1.8 
15.4 
89 
bF1gures in parentheses ref er to number of SE:mples of 
which a.verage values were obtained. 
0Available water measured as difference of moisture 
equivalent and wilting point. 
D.L.T. 
(5) 
36.6 
36.6 
28.2 
35.2 
. .486 
1.53 
14.4 
21.l 
6.7 
41.6 
4.5 
37.1 
6.8 
3.0 
24.o 
o.6 
246 
20.0 
2.4 
17.6 
88 
Table 3. Average values of plant yields end 20 soil factors 
for two weathering zones in loess meterial 
in different regions of deposition 
Oxidized and 
unleached loess 
Yields (gm./plot) 104 
Sand (%) 18.7 
Silt (%) 69.9 
Clay (%) llo4 
Mean aggro diam. (mm.) .036 
Vol. wt. (gm./cc.) lo27 
Wilt. point (%) 9.0 
Moist. equiv. (%) 2lo0 
M. E. - W. P. C (%) 12.0 
Total porosity (%) 5lo3 
Aeration porosity (,%) 10,,8 
Capillary porosity (%) 40 .. 5 
pH 8.2 
Initial N {lbs./A.) 3.5 
Nitrif. N (lbs./A.) 24.o 
Avail. P (lbs./A.) 1.2 
Avail. K (lbs./AQ) 338 
Cation exch. cap.(me.) 16.6 
Exchangeable H · (me.) o.o 
Total exch. bases(ma~l 16.6 
Base saturation (%) 100 
(7) 
165 
16.3 
68.2 
15.5 
.019 , ":\ ,,_ 
-.o,.,-r 
8 .. 9 
22.7 
13.8 
50ol 
11"6 
38 .. 5 
8.2 
2.,6 
14 .. o 
3.,1 
188 
15.1 
o .. o 
15!>1 
100 
~ = region west of Highway 71. 
w 
(4) 
39 
Oxidized and 
leached loess 
c 
(5) 
158 
15.2 
61.9 
22.9 
.444 
1.31 
12.0 
27.9 
15 .. 9 
50.5 
11.7 
,38.8 
7.0 
5.,4 
2lo0 
6.4 
298 
18.6 
2.7 
25.9 
85 
C = region including backslope numbers 10, 14, 15, 16, 17 
and 18. 
E = region including all back slopes east of Highwe.y 69. 
E 
(14) 
121 
12.4 
.59.J 
28.,J 
.398 
.1.34 
lJ.9 
26.5 
12.6 
44.4 
9.5 }4.9 
6.7 
3.8 
24.9 
5.5 
241 
20.2 
2.7 
17 • .5 
87 
bFigures in parentheses refer to number of samples of which 
average values were obtained. 
0 Available water measured es difference of moisture equivalent 
and wilting point.· 
Table 4. Average·values of plant yields and 20 soil factors 
for s1x bacl<:slope materials 
B hor. Buried Ferret to Gumbo- Sand Shale 
Yields (gm./plot) 
Sand (%) 
Silt C%) 
Clay C%) 
Mean aggr. diam. (mm.) 
Vol. wt. (gm./cc.) 
Wilt. point (%) 
Moist. equiv.b(%) 
M. E. - W. P. (%) 
Total porosity (%) 
Aere..tion porosity <%> 
Capillary porosity (%) 
pH 
Initial N (lbs./A.) 
Nitrif. N (lbs./A.) 
Avail. P (lbs./A.) 
Avail. K (lbs./A.) 
Cation exch. cap. (me.) 
Exchangeable H (me.) 
Total exch. bases (me.) 
Base saturation <%) 
(lO)a 
17 
11.0 
53.2 
J.5.8 
.349 l.J2 
16.J 
29.6 
lJ.J 
50.9 
lb.6 
40.) 
6.o 
2.8 
5.8 
9.8 280 . 
23.0 
.5.J 
17.7 
77 
A2 hor. 
(10) 
12 
35.9 
40.8 
23.3 
.201 
1.60 
7.7 
19.J 
11.6 
.32.4 
7.0 
25.4 
6.8 
J~O 
4.J 
o.6 
119 
12.b 
2.0 
10.0 
83 
zone 
(14) 
8 
42.2 
22.5 
35.3 
.J80 
·1.51 
15.9 
27.2 
11.J 
42.8 
5.7 
J7.l 
7.1 
2.6 
2.7 
0.5 
209 
21.3 
1.9 
19.4 
91 
til 
(16) 
9 
20.6 
Jl.2 
48.2 
.426 
1.37 
21.2 
37.,5 
16.J 
55.4 
5.8 
49.6 
7.1 
2.9 
3.2 
0.5 
296 
25.8 
2.6 
23.2 
90 
material 
( 'l) 
52 
77.1 
17.0 
5.9 
.211 
1.60 
3.1 
7.2 
4-.1 
35.7 
17 .. 6 
18.1 
8.14 
5.6 
39~0 
2.1 
1.39 
6.J 
0 .. 2 
6.1 
97 
acid 
(2) 
4 
35.4 
32.7 
Jl.9 
.J18 
1.52 
11.5 
21.4 
9.9 
40.2 
9.0 
Jl.2 
4.6 
1.8 
1.8 
7.8 
240 
lJ.4 
8.5 
4.9 
.36 
aFigures in parentheses refer to number of samples of which average values were obtained. 
bAvailable water measured as difference of moisture equivalent and wilting point. 
alk. 
(2) 
37 
9.0 
J.5.2 
55.a 
.216 
1.39 
. 15.5 
25.9 
10.4 
49 .. 9 
8.3 
41.6 
8.1 
0.5 
6.0 
0.5 
172 
16.o 
o.o 
16.o 
100 
Table 5. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights (tops only) in Fertilizer-Soil Conditioner 
Experiment on Gumbotil 
d.r. m.s. Slgnif ic~ 
Fertilizer treatments 
Conditioner treatments 
F x C interaction 
Replicates 
Error 
Total 
LSD fertilizer treat-
ments 
LSD conditioner treat-
ments 
LSD F x C treatments 
Fertilizer.treatments 
:NP 
NP (19.22) 
NPK (18.95) 
N < 4.oo) ** 
NK ( 3.72} ** 
p ( .69) ** 
c ( .66) ** PK ( .65) ** 
K ( .63) *41-
Conditioner treatments 
F2 
F2 (6.55) 
R (6.16) 
Fl (6.13) 
Kr (5.98) 
c (5.50) * 
7 
4 
28 
1. 
39 
79 
p = .05 
1.076 
.854 
2.407 
NPK 
-
** 
**. 
** 
** 
** 
** 
R 
-
N 
-
** 
*"' 
** 
** 
Fl 
-
665.4934 
2.3239 
2.1471 
.0088 
.3538 
P = eOl 
l.4La 
lol4J 
3.222 
p 
** 
... 
** -
** !!:·"'i' 
Kr c 
-
-
c PK 
-
** 
** 
** 
K 
Table 6. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
(tops only) in Fertilizer-Soil Conditioner 
Experiment on Kansan Till 
d.f. m.s. · significe.nce 
Fertilizer treatments 
Conditioner treatments 
F x C interaction 
·Replicates 
Error 
Total 
LSD fertilizer treat-
ments 
Fertilizer treatments 
NPK (8.54) 
NP (6.70) 
N ( .80) 
NK ( .73) 
p ( .59) 
PK ( .52) 
c ( .52) . 
K ( .48) 
Conditioner 
Kr (2.50) 
R (2.50) 
Fl (2.42) 
F2 (2.25) 
c (2.14) 
NPK 
* 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
treatments 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
7 
4 
28 
l 
39 
79 
p = .05 
1.643 
NP N 
-
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
107.9141 
.4199 
.3724 
2 .. 8350 
.8249 
p = .01 
2.199 
NK p 
... 
no significant differences 
PK c 
** NS 
NS 
K 
Table 7. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
{tops only) in Fertilizer-Soil Conditioner 
Experiment on Calcareous Loess 
d.f. m.s. s1el!if icance 
Fertilizer treatments 7 215.9796 ** 
Conditioner treatments 4 2.8314 ** 
F x C interaction 28 1.s575 ** 
Replicates l .0103 
Error 39 .2166 
Total 79 
p = .05 p = .01 
LSD fertilizer treatments .842 1.126 
LSD conditioner treatments .665 .890 
LSD F x C treatments 1.883 2.520 
Fertilizer treatments 
NPK NP p PK c K NK 
NPK (11.47) 
NP (10.75) 
p ( 1.79) ** ** 
PK ( 1.61) ** ** 
c ( .96) ** ** (*) K ( .87) ** ** * NK ( .75) ** ** * * N ( .7J) ** ** * * 
Conditioner treatments 
R Kr c Fl F2 
R ( 4.2J) 
Kr ( 3.88) 
c ( J.J5) * Fl ( J.J2) ** F2 ( J.JO) ** -
N 
Table 8. A..."'!alysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
(tops only) in Fertilizer-Soil Conditioner 
Experiment on Aeolian Sand 
d.f. m.s. si~1f1cance 
Fertilizer treatments 7 266.8380 ** 
Conditioner treatments 4 11.1763 ** 
F x C interaction 28 2.7327 ** 
Replicates 1 .6408 
Error 39 .2030 
Total 79 
p = .02 p = .01 
LSD fertilizer treatments .815 1.091 
LSD conditioner treatments .644 .862 
LSD F x C treatments 1.82.3 2.440 
Fertilizer treatments 
NPK NP NK N K PK p c 
-
NPK (13.49) 
NP (11.10) ** NK ( 7.37) ** ** N ( 6.55) ** ** * 
K ( .84) ** ** ** ** PK ( .8J) ** ** ** ** p ( .81) ** ** ** ** c ( .80) ** ** ** ** 
Conditioner treatments 
R Kr F2 Fl c 
R ( 6.19) 
Kr ( 5.87) 
F2 ( 5.·17) ** * Fl ( 4.78) ** ** 
c ( 4.11) ** ** ** * 
Table 9. Analysis of Variance of Average Weights 
o_f Plant Tops on Gumbot11 
Treatments 
N levels 
P levels 
NP levels 
Error 
Total 
LSD N levels 
Treatments 
N3P3 (55.95)a 
N2P3 (44.7.5) 
N2P2 (38.10) 
N2Pl (JJ.05) 
N1P3 (2?.80) 
N1P2 (26.90) 
N1P1 (26.15) 
ave N2 levels 
ave N1 levels 
ave P3 levels 
ave P2 levels 
ave P1 levels 
a 
) 
) 
) 
) 
)" 
) 
) 
(J8.63) 
(26.95) 
(J6.28) (32.50) 
(29.60) 
d.f. m.s. sip?Aif1canc~ 
5 109.9028 NS 
1 409.5008 '* 2 44.8108 NS 
2 25.1958 NS 
6 66.0491 
11 
p = .05 P = oOl 
22.961 J4.784 
no significant differences 
~ r.o significant differences 
) 
) no significant differences 
) 
not included in A. O~ V. 
Table lOa. Analysis of Variance of Average Weights 
of Plant Tops on Kansan Till--
Treatments 
N levels 
P levels 
NP interaction 
Error 
Total 
LSD individual treatments 
LSD N or P treatments 
Treatments N2~ 
N2P3 (25.85)a -(22.60) N4P4 
N1P3 (22.05) 
N1P2 (17.70) 
N3P2 (16.65) 
N3P3 (13.85) 
N1P1 (12.35) 
N2P2 c a.75) 
N2Pl { 8co40) 
N3P1 ( 3.30) 
ave N1 levels 
ave N2 levels 
ave NJ levels 
ave P3 levels 
ave P2 levels 
ave P1 levels 
.. 
* 
* 
** 
·-
* 
(17.37) 
(14.JJ) (11 .• 22) 
{20.58) 
(14.)2) ( 8.02) 
1'.i'P Treatments 
d.f. 
-
(*). 
) 
) 
) 
8 
2 
2 
4 
9 
17 
** 
m.s. 
100.1206 
56.7372 
23608822 
53.4314 
10.3361 
significance 
** 
* 
** 
* 
p = .01 
20 .. 897 
12.06.3 
.. 
no significant differences 
anot included in A. o. V. 
Table lOb. Analysis of Varia.YJ.ce of Average Weights 
of Plant Tops on Ka.YJ.san Till--
NP vs. :NPK Treatments 
d.f. m.s. sign.if 1ca.YJ.ce 
Treatments 7 91.3120 * (NP) levels 3 172.4440 * K levels 1 34.5156 NS (NP)K interaction 3 29.1123 NS 
Error 8 24.4269 
Total 1.5 
p = .02 P = oOl 
LSD individual treatments 22.794 33.163 
LSD (NP) levels 16.118 2Jg450 
Treatments 
N4P4K1 (28.45) ) 
, N4P4Ko (22~60) ) 
N2P2K1 (17.65) ) 
N;P3Ko (13c.85) ) 
N;P3K1 (13.7.5) ) no significant differences 
N1P1Ko (12e3.5) ) 
N1P1K1 ( 9.45) ) 
NzP2Ko ( 8.75) ) 
ave N4P4 level (25.52) ) 
ave NJPJ level (lJ.80) ) no significant differences 
ave N2P2 level (lJ.20) ) 
ave N1P1 level (10.90) ) 
ave Ko level (14.J9} ) 
ave K1 level (17 .. J.5) ) no sign.if icant differences 
Table 11. ·Average Plant Weights (tops) of Sudangrass 
Grown on Four Subsoils and One Topsoil, 
as Affec·ced by Fertilizer and 
Soil-conditioner Treatments 
Unoxidized 
Treatment Till Gumbo Ferret to Buried A2 Topsoil 
oa o.62b 0.55 Oo46 0.61 11.77 
NJ o.49 o.4o o .. 46 0.63 16.23 
NJ Pl 2oJO 2.69 5o46 6.07 17.33 
NJP2 J .. 18 6~45 5.91 ?.42 18.10 
NJPJ 6 .. 10 8039 9.47 ?o)? 21.94 
N3P4 6.58 10s51 8.27 6.J4 21 •. 61 
40)8 10<)26 9.48 
-
NJPJK 
N.JPJ(K)M .3027 8 .. 07 9.,17 10.)4 20.44 
10.69 R 0.39 0.,42 0. /.J.O 0.62 
RNJ 0.39 o.42 Oo~·B 0.55 14.77 
RNJP.3 5 .. 72 9,.79 9,82 11.99 27.76 
4.08 12.80 12.83 
-
RNJPJK 
RNJPJ(K)M 4.97 10.90 11.86 16.29 24.68 
ao = check 
NJ = JOO lbs N/A 
Pa = a x 100 lbs P205/A 
K = x lbs K20/A, so that x + available K20 = 300 lbs K20/A 
M = minor nutrient solution 
R = soil conditioner (resin) 
bgrams dry weight/3 pots, multiply with 500 to obtain 
readings in lbs/A, or divide by 4 to convert to 
tons/A 
R-ef f ect 
N-effect 
---
P-effect 
K ... ef f ect 
... 
Table 12. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Unoxidized Till 
source d,f. IIJ•So ~ 
- - =-
Treatments 12 .669741 47.5.34** 
Replicates 2 
Error 22 0014089 
Total 36 
- .. ~---,,..._~a..,..~ 
Fert:tlizor 
( 0 'N3:; NjP3) N"JPJK I NJFJKM l 4 1.820911 129.2.38** 
Resin (+,- 1 • 00831.i.3 
F x R 4 .030858 2.190 
_______ .... ___ .,..,..__ 
--
Fcrtiliz?r (O,N3) 1 .009134 
Resin (+,-) 1 .061596 4.371* 
F x R 1 .011362 
---... -·--· 
eff ectb 
-.033352 
-.055180 
-.143290 
,061543 
Fortilizcr (N3,N3P3) 1 3.879842 275.380** 1.137225 
Resin (+,-) 1 .008927 -.054552 
F·X: R 1 .002218 .027195 
-
Fertilizer (N3P3,N3P3K) 1 .081442 5.780* -.164765 
Resin (+,-) 1 .003814 -.035658 
F x R 1 .000206 -.008302 
M-effect 
NP-effect 
Table 120 (continued). Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Unoxidized Till 
source 
Fertilizer (N3P3K,N3P3KM) 
Resin {+,-) -
F x R 
Fertiliz~r (O,N3P3) 
Resin (+,-) 
F x R 
d~f. 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
a 
IDoSa F 
.000172 
.016244 1.152 
.01.i.1451 2.942 
30512464 249.305** 
o Oh04Jlt 2.869 
.023623 1.676 
------------------·-- ---.,.-........ -~-----· 
N3P3K-effect 
NJP3KM-effect 
Fertiliz~r (O,N3P3K) 
Resin (+,-) 
F x R 
Fertilizer (O,N3P3KM) 
Resin (+,-) 
F x R 
1 
1 
1 
··-· 
1 
1 
1 
aF 1 = 4.JO {P.05), 7.94 (P.Ol) 
22 
2.524207 179.161** 
.046423 3.294 
.019410 1.377 
2.482700 176.21.5** 
.000140 
.117591 8.346** 
b 
effect 
-.007573 
.073586 
.117546 
l.,082045 
-Qll6095 
.088738 
.917280 
-.124397 
' ,,0804.37 
ci909707 
-.006850 
.197983 
bEffect is expressed in figures after transformation (Xij = 1 + log Ylj) 
:El-effect 
N-eff ect 
P-effect 
M-effect 
Table 13. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Gumbotil 
source dof o m.s. pa 
Treatments 10 1.215463 lOJ.)(li** 
Repl1.cates 2 
Error 20 .011757 
Total 32 
.. -~-.,,,_, ___ . 
-·-
Fertilizer 
(O,N3,NjP3}N3P3M) 3 J.,4·27516 291~508** Resin (+,- 1 .002518 
FxR 3 .016532 1.4·06 
Fertilizer (O,NJ) i 0019615 1.668 .... 
Resin (+,-) 1 .00881}9 
F x R 1 .009544_ 
Fertilizer (N3:N3P3) 1 5.327324 453.119** 
Resin (+,-) 1 .001942 
F x R 1 .001636 
Fertilizer (N3P31N3P3M) 1 .002776 
Resin (+,-) 1 .027238 2.316 
F x R 1 .006482 
effectb 
.020486 
-.080860 
-.054313 
.056403 
1.332582 
.. 025445 
.023355 
.030417 
.095285 
.046485 
NP-effect 
NPM-eff ect 
Table 13. (Continued). 
____ sourc~ _ 
Fertilizer (O,N3P3) 
Resin (+~-) 
F x R 
f' 
. ' , 1 I . '· . 
Analysis of Var1a,:r1ce Of ~li:n~ yJeights ' 
on Gumbotil · · 
!bf.!. 
l 
l 
1 
-1!!..!~-·--
. 
4o 7001~24 
., 0028·7 5 
.019084 
. ~a~ 
399.797** 
i Qkn 
... - ........ .- .......... ~.. - ---·--'-·---~' 
Fertilizer (0, N1P3M) 
Resin (+,-) - · 
F x R 
1 
1 
1 
a F l = 4~J5 (P.05) 1 8.,10 (P.,01) 
20 
4a9J644J 
~000723 
-047812 
419 .. 872"'~* 
4"066 
• t 
.' ~ .. 
effectb 
1.251722 
-.030958 
.079758 
1028276.'.3 
.015527 
.12624) 
b Effect is expressed in figures after transfo_1~mation ( x1 j = 1 + log Yi j) 
Table 14. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Fer1"etto 
source d.f .. m~ s,, 
--
Fa 
Treatments 
Replicates 
Error 
Total 
12 
2 
21} 
1.175391 103.475~-* 
11011359 
J8 
--------------------------------------· 
Fertllizer 
R-eff ect 
(0 N3 N ~ lT ·p ,,.. 1\T •p •i'M';• 1 # ,J.r-Jr ... '. 3:. ;.:~ii J.'''3· 3~><JJJ Resin {+,- J • 
F x R 
N-effect 
Fertilizer {O,N3) 
Resin (+,-) 
F x R 
P-effect 
Fertilizer (NJ,NJP3) 
Resin (+,-) 
F x R 
K-eff ect 
Fertilizer (NqP3,N)F3K) 
Resin. (+,-) .; 
F x R 
!.~ 
1 
4 
3~349L!-99 
.007388 
0006774 
-----··-... --.......... ,..._ ___ 
1 ci004.Sl4 
1 "00].l!-61 
1 .005350 
1 5.120050 
1 .000844 
1 .000034 
1 .018523 
1 .009091+ 
l .005202 
294c872** 
J-1-50. 748** 
1.630 
effectb ·-
eOJ24Jl 
.,040060 
-.022073 
.042233 
~651515 
.016788 
.... 003372 
.078577 
.055057 
004161+0 
M ... effect 
NP-effect 
NPK-ef f ect 
NPKM-effeot 
Table 14. (Continued). Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Ferretto 
source d.f. 
Fertilizer (N3P3K,N3P3KM) 1 
Resin (+,-) l 
F x R l 
Fertilizer {O,N3P3) l 
Resin (+,-) 1 
F x R 1 
Fertilizer (O,N3P3K) 1 
Resin (+,,-) 1 
F x R l 
-
Fertilizer (O,N3P3KM) 1 
Resin (+,,-) 1 
F x R 1 
a Fl = 4.26 (P.05),, 7.82 (P.Ol) 
~ 
m.s. Fa 
~006822 
.027904 2.4.56 
.0000002 
5.438880 478~816*~" 
.001942 
.004530 
6.092200 536.JJ2** 
.000787 
.019442 1.711 
5.691296 501.038** 
.000762 
.019319 1.700 
effectb 
-.047686 
.096443 
-.000253 
-
1.)46462 
-.025445 
- .038862 
1.425038 
.016195 
.080502 
1.377352 
.015942 
.080248 
b Effect is expressed in figures after transformation (x1j = 1 + log Yij) 
Table 15. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Buried A2 
source d.f., mo Sn Fa effectb 
Treatments 12 1.017229 258.339** 
Replicates 2 
Error 24 .003937 
Total J8 
--
Fertilizer 
( O,N J,N j' 3,Nj' JK,NjP JKM) 4 2.875112 7.30.174** 
R-effect Resin (+,-) 1 .066476 16.882** .094146 
F x R 4 .020960 5 .. 323* 
Fertilizer (O,N3) 1 .001386 -.021495 
N-effect Resin {+,-) 1 .002266 -.027485 
F x R 1 .003141 -.032358 
Fertilizer CN3,N3P3) 1 4.JJ7925 1101 .. 835** 1.202487 P-ef f ect Resin {+,-) 1 .016375 4.159 .,073880 
F x R 1 .053645 13.625** .133723 
Fertilizer (N3P3,N3P3K) 1 l.'012109 3.075 .063532 
K-effect Resin (+,-) 1 .080922 20.554** .164238 
F x R 1 .005642 1.433 -.043365 
M-effect 
NP-effect 
NPK-eff ect 
NPKM-eff ect 
Table 15. (Continued), Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Buried A2 
source a. 0 f. m.s. ? 
Fertilizer (N3P3K,N3P3KM) 1 .018683 4.745* 
Resin {+,-) 1 .075889 19.275** 
F x R 1 .004372 1,110 
-
Fertilizer (O,N3P3) 1 4.184226 1062.795** 
Resin {+,-) l .033859 8.600** 
F x R 1 .030824 7.829* 
Fertilizer (O,N3P3K) 1 4.6L~6512 1180. 216*11-
Resin (+,-) 1 .011859 3.012 
F x R 1 .009408 2.389 
Fertilizer (O,N3P3KM) 1 .5.254464 1JJ4.6J6** 
Resin (+,-) 1 .030632 7.780* 
F x R 1 .027749 7,048* 
a F 1 
= 4.35 (P.05), 8.10 (P.Ol) 
2o 
effectb 
.078915 
.159048 
.038175 
1.180992 
.106238 
.101365 
1.244523 
.062873 
.056000 
l.J2J4J8 
.101048 
.096175 
b Effect is expressed in figures after transformation (x1j = 1 +log Y1j) 
R-ef f ect 
N-effect 
P-ef fect 
M-eff ect 
Table 16. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Tama Topsoil 
Source d&_ IDoSo 
-
Treatments 10 .050082 
Replicates 2 
Error 20 .000198 
Total .32 
·-·· 
_ .... _,...,,._..., ..... ,..._. _ .... , 
Fertilizer 
(O~NJ~NJPJ)NJPJM) .3 .149726 
Resin (+,- 1 .. 002329 
F x R 
.3 .008488 
·-----... -·-
_, ___ 
Fertilizer (O,N3) 1 .058483 
Resin (+,-) 1 .005926 
F x R 1 .000093 
Fertilizer {N3,N3P3) 1 .128400 
Resin (+ 1 -) 1 .002701 
F x R 1 .014238 
Fertilizer (N3P3,N3P3M) 1 .006757 
Resin (+,-) . 1 .021096 
F x R 1 .0006?8 
Fa effectb 
-
6.108** 
18.262** 
.019704 
l.0.35 
?.lJ.3* .139622 
-.044445 
~005562 
15,662** .206882 
.030005 
1.736 .068892 
-e047460 
2.573 ,08J857 
-.015040 
NP-effect 
NPM-eff ect 
Table 16. (Continued). Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Tama Topsoil 
source ~..:1.!_ 
Fertilizer (O,NJPJ) 1 
Resin (+,-) 1 
F x R 1 
Fertilizer (O,N3P3M) 1 Resin (+,-) 1 
F x B. 1 
a F __:_ = 4.J.5 (P.05) 1 8.10 (P.Ol) 
20 
m.s. pa 
.360193 43.9.36** 
.001792 
.016630 2 .. 028 
. 
.268281 32. 725*"'" 
.000265 
.010590 1.291 
effectb 
,346503 
.024443 
.. 0'?4453 
. 
• 29901-1-3 
• 0091..ro3 
.059413 
b Effect is expressed in figures after transformation (x1. = 1 +log Yi ) 
J j 
Table 17. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
as Affected by Levels of P 
soil material source dof • m.s. F 
Unoxidized Linear 1 2.179182 18.558* 
Till Residual 3 .11'?423 8 .. JJ4** 
Total 4 .. (Error} (22) (!>014089) 
Gumbotil L1nee.r 1 3 .. 236185 lJ.850* 
Residual 3 0233658 19.872** 
Total 
'+ (Error) (20) (.011758) 
Ferret to Linear 1 2,,056.203 40749 
Residual 3 .,i-l-}2999 JB.119** 
Tote.l 4 (Error) (24) ( .. 011359) 
Buried A Linear 1 10307343 J,.118 
Residual 3 .419318 106.,480** 
Total 4 
(Error) (24) ( 0 003938) 
Tama Topsoil Linear 1 0043369 46o2J6** 
Residual J .000938 .114 
Total 4 (Error) (20) (0008198) 
a· b is the slope of the linear response of plant 
growth to 5 successive levels of P 
ba 
.2695 
.3284 
.2618 
.2087 
.0380 
Treatment 
oa 
N2 
PJ 
N2Pl 
N2P2 
N2PJ 
N2P4 
K 
N2K 
P3K 
NzP3K 
NzP~KM 
RN2 JKM 
Table 18. Plant Weights (Tops and Roots) of Alfalfa 
and Bromegrass Grown on Unoxidized Till as 
Affected by Fertilizer a...11.d 
Soil-conditioner Treatments 
Tops Roots Roots/Tops 
Alfalfa Brome Total Alf :Brome Total Ratio: 
2 .. 65b L,18 3.83 69:31 2.06 .54 
3.03 lo2l 4.24 71:29 1.76 .42 
11.80 1 .. 01 12.81 92:8 7.,55 .59 
13.72 3~93 17.65 78:22 13026 .75 
17ol7 4-:87 22.04 .. 78:22 15~8.3 .72 
22 .. 17 8~14 39 ... 31 73~27 20.13 .66 
19.58 6 .. 74 26.32 74~26 1~' ,,15 .65 
3oJJ 1~30 4 .. 63 72:28 2"'39 ·. .,52 
,J.,05 l.OJ 4.08 75:25 1:069 .41 
17 .. 96 1.06 19002 94:6 6 .. 60 .35 
20 .. 46 8.,68 29.14 ?O:JO 20.,15 .69 
20081 6014 26 .. 95 7"·'7·J ~ ,. ..... 20044 .76 
15.86 10 .. 93 26.79 59:41 35.04 l.Jl 
ao = check 
N2 = 200 lbs N/A 
Pa = a x 100 lbs P205/A 
K = x lbs K20/A, so tha.t x + available KzO -~ JOC• lbs 
KzO/A 
M = minor element solution 
R = soil conditioner (resin) 
b grams dry we1ght/.3 pots, multiply with 500 to obtain 
readings in lbs/A, or divide by 4 to convert to tons/A 
Table 19. Plant Weights (Tops and Roots) of ·Alfalfa and 
Bromegrass Grown on Gumbotil as Affected by 
Fertilizer and Soil-conditioner Treatments 
To;es Roots Roots/Tops 
Treatment Alfalfa Brome Total Alf :Brome Total Ratio 
oa 
.75b 
.90 1.65 4.5:55 1.58 .96 
N2 .88 .75 1.63 54:46 .9J .57 
P3 lJ.71 1.09 14.80 93:7 9.91 .67 
N2Pl 4~52 11.1.5 15 .. 67 29:71 10.90 .70 
N2P2 lJ.56 11.24 24.80 5.5:4.5 14.53 .59 
N2Pj 15.47 lJ.47 28.94 53:47 21.18 .73 
N2P4 19.61 15.80 35.41 55:45 25.90 .73 
N2P3M 16.66 12.94 29.60 56:44 23~79 -.so 
RN2PJM 18.46 12.09 J0~.55 60:40 23.00 .75 
a 0 = check 
Nz = 200 lbs N/A 
Pa = a x 100 lbs P205/A 
M = minor element solution 
R = soil conditioner (resin) 
b grams dry we1ght/J pots, multiply with 500 to obtain 
readings in lbs/A, or divide by 4 to convert to tons/A 
Table 20. Plant Weights (Tops and Roots) of Alfalfa and 
Brome grass Grown on Ferretto as Affected by 
Fertilizer and Soil-conditioner Treatments 
Tops Roots Roots/Tops 
Treatment Alfalfa Brome· Total Alf :Brome Total Ratio 
0 a 1.11b .57 1.4>68 66:34 1.52 .90 
L 1.48 .. 87 2.,35 63:37 1.47 .62 
N2 1042 1.14 2 .. 56 55~ 1.i.5 1.48 .58 
LN2 L,67 .90 2,,57 65; ~35 .76 .30 
p~ 6.50 088 7.38 88~12 2.83 .-)8 i2~1 11.58 1.32 12.-.90 90:10 3.36 .26 11.68 llQ-00 22.68 51:49 12.51 .55 
N2P2 lJ.45 10 .. 61 24.06 56::44 16.54 .69 
N2P3 14 .. 38 10.48 24.86 :;s: 1+2 l0.34 4·' . .... 
N2P4 12 .. 8.3 1400?' 27.50 4·1!53 15 .. 87 .58 
LN2P3 9o55 13.10 22.6.5 42:58 15 .. 61 .69 
K 4.22 .96 5o18 81:19 1.80 .35 
LK 1.57 1012 2.69 .58:42 1.36 .50 
NzK l.OO 095 1.95 c:·· • 49 1.28 .66 _.,.Lo 
LN~K 1.27 .96 2.23 .57:43 1.02 .46 
~t 11 .. 70 .96 12066 92:8 4,.93 .39 7.,73 . .,98 8071 89:11 4.53 .52 
Nz ~K 16. 6J.r 14el5 J0.79 54:46 20.19 .66 
13.38 12.46 25.84 52:48 20.55 .so LN2 3K 
LNzP~KM 11.93 9.73 21066 55:45 21.31 .98 
RLN2 3KM 17.6.5 14.51 32.16 55:4.5 27.73 .86 
a O = check 
L = lime, adjusted to Ca-requirement level 
N2 = 200 lbs N/A 
Pa = a x 100 lbs P205/A 
K = x lbs K20/A, so that x + availa.ble K20 = 300 lbs KzO/A 
M = minor element solution 
R = soil conditioner (resin) 
b grams dry weight/3 pots, multiply with 500 to obtain 
readings in lbs/A, or divide by 4 to convert to tons/A~ 
Table 21. Ple.nt Weights (Tops and Roots) of alfalfa and 
Bromegrass Grown on Buried A2 as Affected by 
Fertilizer and Soil-conditioner Treatments 
Hoots Roots/TOES 
Alfalfa 
TOES 
Treatment Brome Total Aif :brome Total Ratio 
oa l.51b .54 2~05 74:26 1.57 .77 
L 1.72 .88 2 •. 60 66:34 1.83 .70 
N2 2.05 .51 2.56 80:20 2.08 .81 
LN2 l.JO .70 2.00 65:35 1.97 .98 
p~ 5.49 1.85 7.34 75:25 7.48 1 .. 02 i2~1 11.88 2.36 14.24 83:17 7.92 .)6 6.28 7.09 lJ.37 47~53 6 .. 20 .46 
N2P2 6.40 9.20 15.60 41:59 10.93 .70 
N2PJ 6.os 9.79 15.87 J8:62 22.49 1.42 
NzP4 0.92 9.,96 18.88 47:53 17.90 .95 
LN2P3 8.96 10064 19.60 46:54 15.63 .Bo 
K .79 .73 1.52 52:48 3.01 1.98 
LK 1.75 .Bo 2.55 69:31 2.95 1~16 
N2K 1.21 .89 2.10 58:42 2.56 l.22 
LN2K 1.12 .so 1.92 58:42 1.99 1.04 
P~K 7.69 1.77 9.46 81:19 7.87 .83 
L ~K 13.96 2.18 16.14 86:14 8.52 .53 
N2 ~K 10.14 10.92 21.06 48:52 25.01 1.19 
LN2 3K 12 .. 50 11.,84 24~34 51:49 29.59 1.22 
16.97 6.67 2J.64 ?2:28 22.24 .94 LN2P~KM 
BLN2 3KM 14.)0 12.16 26.46 54:46 27.54 1.04 
ao = check 
L = lime, adjusted to Ca-requirement level 
N2 = 200 lbs N/A 
Pa = a x loo lbs P2o5/A 
K = x lbs KIO/A, so that x + available K2o = JOO lbs KzO/A 
M = minor e ement solution 
R = soil conditioner (resin) 
bgrams dry weight/) pots, multiply with ,500 to obtain . 
readings in lbs/A, or divide by 4 to convert to tons/A 
Table 22. Plant Weights (Tops and Roots) of Alfe.lfa and 
Bromegrass Grown on Tama Topsoil as Affected 
by Fertilizer and Soil-conditioner Treatments 
Tops Roots Roots/Tops 
Treatment Alfalfa Brome Total Alf :Brome Total Ratio:. 
oa 18.6ob 8.44 27.0/..J. 69:31 J6,.76 1.36 
L 15061 6087 22,48 69:31 20 .. 85 .93 
N2 20.o65 9.88 30.53 68:32 39 .. 64 1.30 
LN2 17 • .38 18 .. 30 J5.68 49:51 J6al5 1.01 
PJ 26 .. 32 8024 J4c56 76:24 44.,13 1.28 
LPJ 21.80 13 .. 58 35.38 62:38 J?.71 1.07 
N~Pl 23.22 lJ,,Jl 36.53 64~;;6 49.15 l.J4 
N£'.1'2 24.17 12oll J6e28 67:3.3 52 .. 38 1.44 
N2P_3 26.37 15.32 41 .. 69 63:37 53.,64 1.29 
N2P4 29.82 15.47 45 .. 29 66: J'i- 4Jo07 .95 
LN2PJ 20.92 24.15 4,5,.0? 46: SI+ 38.71 .86 
N2PJM 29.38 12 .. 44 41.82 70::;0 55.76 i.33 
LN2PJM 19.14 20,67 391>81 48:.52 32.66 .82 
RN2P3M 22.78 23020 45.98 49:51 66.79 1.45 
P...LN2PJM 19.26 25.07 44.JJ 43:57 39.50 ,89 
a 0 
L 
Nz 
Pa 
M 
R 
= check 
= lime, adjusted to Ca-requirement level 
= 200 lbs N/A 
= a x 100 lbs P2o~/A 
= minor ele~ent solution 
= soil conditioner (resin) 
b grams dry weight/) pots, multi ply with 500 to obta.1n 
readings in lbs/A, or divide by 4 to convert to tons/A 
Alfalfa 
Tops 
Brome 
Tops 
Roots 
Table 23. Analysis of Varie..nce of Plant Weights 
on Unoxidized Till as Affected by N2 1 
P3 and K Factorial Treatments. 
source d .. f. m.s. Fa 
N2 1 7.0092 J.279 
P3 1 151.6.54.5 70.966** 
K 1 1.10.51 .,517 
N2P3 1 6.7947 3.179 
N2K 1 3.0317 1.418 
P3K 1 .5859 o"274 
N2P3K 1 2.1660 1.013 
Error 24 2.1370 
N2 1 8,,7725 20.901** 
P3 1 8,,3662 19.933** K 1 0·11 ·1 c027 . --
N2P3 1 9.3625 22.307** 
NzK 1 .oc15 .,003 
P3K 1 .0176 .041 
N2P3K 1 .. 0260 .. 061 
Error 24 .,4197 
N2 1 26,,3132 7.,268* 
P3 1 90,.2100 24 .. 919** 
K 1 .,0187 ..,005 
NzP3 1 30c6678 8.,471** 
NzK 1 .0135 oOOJ 
P~K l .0590 .. 016 
N2P3K 1 e0782 .. 021 
Error 24 306200 
aF ~4 = 4.26 {P.0.5), 7.82 {P.Ol) 
effect 
1.0808 
,5.027.5 
.4292 
1.0642 
-.7108 
.3125 
-.6008 
1.2092 
1 ... 1808 
~0442 
1.2492 
.0158 
.0542 
.0658 
2.0942 
3.8775 
-.0.558 
2.2608 
.047.5 
-.0992 
.1141 
Table 24. Ane.lysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Gumbotil as Affected by Nz, P3 
Factorial Treatments 
source ~ rn~s. Fa 
Alfalfa N2 l .2977 .243 
Tops 
P3 l 63.2507 .51.704** 
N2P3 1 .2214 .180 
Error 16 1.2233 
Brome N2 l 12.4642 19.907** 
Tops 
P3 l 13.8892 22.183** 
N2P3 l lJ.0832 20.896** 
Error 16 .6261 
Roots N2 l 9.3987 5.619* 
P3 1 68 .. 0676 40.698** 
N2P3 1 11.840? 7.079* 
Error 16 1~672.5 
aF y6 = 4.49 (P.0.5), 8.53 {P.01) 
effect 
.3150 
4.5917 
.2716 
2.0J8'.3 
2.1517 
2.0883 
1.7700 
4.7633 
1.9867 
Table 25. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Ferretto as Affected by N2, L, P3 
and K Factorial Treatments 
source d.f. m.,s!.-- Fa effect 
-
Alfalfa N2 l 3.7520 4r-072 .. 5592 
Tops L 1 1.5914 10727 -03642 
P3 1 12508416 136.576** 3.2383 
K 1 2.0090 2.180 .4092 
N2L 1 .8533 .. 926 -.2667 
N2P3 1 708894 a .. 562·~* .8108 
N2K l .0108 .012 .0300 
LP- l .5677 .616 -.-2175 LK;; 1 2,,.2881 2 .. 483 -.4367 
P3K 1 .5334 .579 .2108 
N2LP3 l 3 .. 0000 3,.256 -.5000 
N2I.K l 3c8874 4 .. 219* .. 5692 
N2P~K 1 1 .. 5987 1(>735 .3650 LPt 1 ~4181 .1.,.54 -.1867 N2 P3K 1 101970 1~299 •. 3158 
Error 40 .. 9214 
Brome N2 l 4)00081 110.803** 1.9367 
Tops L 1 ,,0547 .,135 .0675 
P3 ., 45.7471 112.622** 1.9525 ... 
K l 02241 .,552 .1367 
NzL 1 .0010 .,002 -.0092 
N2P3 l 43 .. 3579 l06e740** 1.9008 
NzK 1 .1323 .326 .1050 
LP3 1 Q0280 "069 .048.3 LK 1 .1.~447 L,095 
-.1925 
P3K l 01064 c262 .0942 
N2L¥3 1 .. 0280 .069 .0481 
N2LK l .. 2552 .628 
- .. 1458 
N2P~K l .)434 0845 .. 1692 LPt l .4880 1.201 -.2017 N2 P3K l .3816 .939 -.1783 
Error 40 .4062 
Table 25. (Continued). Analysis of Variance of Plant.Weights 
on Ferretto as Affected by N2, L, P3 
and K Factorial Treatments 
source ~ m.s .. ~ effect 
Hoots N2 l 50.9075 96.106** 2.0596 
L ·1 .3834 .. 724 .1788 
P3 1 106.9526 201.912** 2.9854 
K 1 6.9692 1).157** .7621 
N2L 1 .5234 .988 .2088 
NzP3 l 57.7505 109.025** 2.1938 
N2K l 2.7123 5 .. 120* .47:54 
LP) 1 1.0890 2 .. 056 .3012 
LK 1 .6936 1.309 -.2404 
P3K 1 6.6231 12.503** .• 7429 
N2LPJ 1 .7475 1.412 .2496 
N2LK 1 .2041 .. 385 -.1304 
N2P~K 1 2.8179 5.320* .4846 
~~3K 1 .7277 1.)74 -.2462 1 .• 4860 .• 918 -.2012 
Error 40 .5297 
a F to = 4.08 (P.05), 7.31 (P.Ol) 
Alfalfa 
Tops 
Brome 
Tops 
Table 26. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Buried A2 as Affected by N2 1 L, P3 
and K Factorial Treatments 
source ~ m.s • Fa 
N2 1 • 0426 .056 
L 1 6.9236 9.137** 
P3 1 88.6991 117.064** 
K ·1 2.1548 2.844 
N2L 1 1.8526 2.445 
N2P3 1 .0326 .043 
N2K 1 .. 1863 .246 
LP3 1 6.4)1) 8.488** 
LK 1 .0124 .016 
P3K 1 ).8477 5.078* 
NzLP3 1 .6098 .805 
N2LK 1 .0032 .oo4 
N2P~K 1 .2776 .J66 
~iP3K l .0876 .116 1 .0020 .003 
Error 40 •. 7577 
N2 1 25.4916 73.484** 
L 1 .2133 .615 
P3 1 43.1302 124.)30** 
K 1 .1474 .425 
NzL 1 .0061 .018 
NzP3 1 25.6377 73.,905** 
N2K 1 .1825 .526 
LP3 1 .0990 .285 
LK 1 .0070 .020 
P3K 1 .0456 .131 
N2LP3 1 .0280 .081 
NzLK l .0005 ~001 
N2P3K l .1027 ~296 
LP)K l .0056 .. 016 
N2LP3K 1 .0007 .002 
Error 40 .)469 
effect 
-.0596 
.7596 
2.7187 
.42)7 
- • .3929 
-.0521 
.1246 
.7)21 
.0321 
.5662 
-.22.54 
-.0162 
.1521 
-.0854 
-.0129 
1.4575 
.1333 
1.8958 
.1108 
.0225 
lc;4617 
.1233 
.0908 
-.-0242 
~0617 
.0483 
.006? 
.0925 
.0217 
.0075 
Table 26. (Continued). Analysis of Varience of Ple.nt Weights 
on Buried A2 as Affected by N2, L, P3 
and K Factorial Treatments 
source d.f. ml>s• Fa effect 
Roots N2 1 75.3634 30.4:32** 2.5071 
L l 00581 .023 -.0696 
PJ 1 236 .. 6067 95.,544** 4.4404 
K 1 8.7807 30546 -.8554 
N2L l 03763 .,152 -.1771 
N2P3 1 79 .. 2840 32.015** 2.5704 
NzK 1 -307577 10517 .5596 
LP3 1 .0105 0004 -.0296 
LK 1 2 ... 4615 .994 .4529 
P1K 1 4.3259 1 .. 747 .6004 
N2LPJ ]. 01292 .052 -01038 
N2LK l 2.562:3 14035 .4621 
N2P~K 1 6,,41?1 2.591 .-7312 
LP3 1 3<>2187 10300 .5179 
N2LP3K 1 206936 l.0088 .4738 
Error 40 204764 
a F to = 4.,08 (P.CS), 7.31 (P.01) 
Alfalfa 
Tops 
Brome 
Tops 
Roots 
Table 27. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Tama Topsoil as Affected by N2, L 
and P3 Factorial Treatments. 
source d .. fio m.s • Fa 
N2 1 • 3726 .155 
L 1 10.9755 4.574* 
P3 1 22.3683 9.J2J** 
N2L l .0590 .024 
N2PJ l .9009 .375 
LPt 1 .5736 .239 
N2 P3 1 .0176 .007 
Error 28 2.3992 
Nz 1 3e.e1oa 25. JOJ*"'~ 
L 1 18.4104 12 .. 003** 
PJ 1 lJ.2014 8.606** 
N2L 1 7.5710 4.9J6* 
N2P3 1 .9519 .620 
LP3 1 2.2326 1.455 
N2LP3 1 1.7605 1.147 
Error 28 1.5338 
N2 1 34.2960 2.406 
L 1 69.1894 4.855* 
P3 1 69 .. 3266 4.864* 
N2L 1 .6394 .o44 
N2P3 1 2.4513 .172 
LP 1 .,1584 .011 
NzlP3 1 18.25.31 1.280 
Error 28 14.2505 
a F ~8 = 4.20 {P~05), 7.64 {P.Ol) 
effect 
.2492 
-1.3525 
1.9308 
- .. 0992 
-.J875 
-.3092 
-.0542 
2.5433 
1.7517 
l.48JJ 
1.1233 
.3983 
.6100 
-.5417 
2.3908 
-J.3958 
3.3992 
.3258 
-.6392 
-.1625 
-1.7442 
Table 28. Analysis of Variance of Alfalfa and Bromegrass Plant Weights 
as Affected by Levels of P 
s<.11 material plant part source d.f. 17.!i;Bo F ba 
Unoxidized Alfalfa Tops Linear 
Residual 
(Error) 
1 
3 (24) 
5705468 
5114759 {2.1370) 
10.509* 
2.562 
1,3850 
Till 
-------------------------------------------------Brome Tops Linear 
Residual 
{Error) 
1 
3 (24) 
707724 
~6r:9 . .:,.• .) { .4197) 
13.734* 
1.)48 .5090 
-------------------------------------------Roots IJin.ear 1 47" 2508 7 .. 2)6 1. 2550 
Residual 3 6.5291 1~803 
(Error) (24) (3.6200) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . ·~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~-
Gumbo ti l Alfalfa Tops Linear 1 ·7a.1176 660738** 1.6137 
Resi~ual 3 1.1705 .956 (Error) (16) (l.22JJ) 
- - - - --- - -Brome-Tops - - - -L1noar - - - -1- - -35.0352- - - - -11.327*- - - - - i.oso7- - -
Residual 3 3,.0929 4.9.39* (Error) (16) ( .6261) 
-------------------------------------------------Roots Linear 1 120.8816 122.697 2.0073 
Residual 3 .9852 .589 (Error) (16) (1.6725) 
Ferl"'0·t:;to Alfalfa Tops Line er 1 21.7090 4.106 .. 8507 
Residual 3 5.2866 5.737** (Error) (40) ( 0 9214) 
- - - - - - - - Br~m; Tops- - - - Li:;;:e;r- - - - 1 - - 23-;4790 - - - - -6:907- - - - - - :a847 - -
Residual 3 3.3991 8.368** 
(Error) (40) ( .4062) 
- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - ·- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Roots Linear 1 23.60]1 2.782 .8870 
Residual J 8.4822 16 .. 013** 
(Error) (40} ( .5297) 
Table 28. (Continued). Analysis of Variance of Alfalfa end Bromegrass Plant Weights 
as Affected by Levels of P 
soil material plant part 
Buried A2 Alfalfa Tops 
source 
Linear 
Residual 
(Error) 
d.f. 
1 
3 (40) 
m.s. 
6.1111 
.669.5 
( .?.577) 
F 
9.127 
.883 
ba 
.4513 
-------------------------------------------------Brome Tops Linear 
Residual 
(Error) 
1 
3 (40) 
1.5.5520 
1.8197 
{ .3469) 
8.546 
5.245** 
.7020 
------------------------~------------------------Roots Linear l 76.5762 llh274 1.2643 
Residual J .5.)645 2.166 
(Error) (40) (2.4764) 
Tama Alfalfa Tops Linear 1 1.5.3940 8~218** .7163 
Topsoil Residual 3 .1765 .073 
{Error) (28) (2.3992) 
- - - - - - - - Brome Tops- - - - Li;;:e;r- - - - 1 - - -~;"-:7992 - - - - 11:673* - - - - - :4397 - -
Residual 3 .4968 .323 
(Error) (28) (1.5338) 
-------------------------------------------------Roots Linear l 4.2941 .291 .3783 
Residual 3 14.7478 1.034 
(Error) (28) {14,2505) 
a . 
b is the slope of the linear response of plant growth to 5 successive 
levels of P. 
Table 29. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Unoxidized Till as Affected by 
Soil Conditioner (R) and 
Minor Elements (M) 
source d.,f. m.s. Fa effect; 
-
Alfalfa R 1 4.0837 1.910 -1.6500 
Tops 
Brome 
Tops 
Roots 
M 
Error 
R 
M 
Error 
R 
M 
Error 
1 
24 
l 
l 
24 
.0204 
2.1370 
i.,0753 
.4197 
35.5270 
.0140 
a F ~4 = 4.26 (Pe0.5), 7.82 (P.Ol) 
.009 .1167 
9.111** 1 • .5967 
2 • .562 -.8467 
90814** 4.8667 
Table JO. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Gumbotil as Affected by 
Soil Conditioner (R) and 
Minor Elements (M) 
source ~ m.s • Fa 
Alfalfa R 1 • 5400 .441 
Tops 
Brome 
Tops 
Roots 
M 
Error 
R 
M 
Error 
R 
M 
Error 
1 
16 
1 
1 
16 
l 
1 
16 
.2360 
1.2233 
.1204 
.0468 
.6261 
.1040 
1.1354 
1.6725 
a F i6 = 4.49 (P.05), 8.53 (P.01) 
.193 
.192 
.075 
.062 
.679 
effect 
.6000 
.J967 
-.2833 
-.1767 
- .. 2633 
.8700 
Table 31. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Ferretto as Affected by 
Soil Conditioner (R) and 
Minor Elements {M) 
source d.f. m •. s. Fa 
-
effect 
Alfalfa R 1 5.4532 5.918* 1.9067 
Tops 
Brome 
Tops 
Roots 
M 
Error 
R 
M 
Error 
R 
M 
Error 
1 
40 
1 
1 
40 
1 
1 
40 
.3504 
• 9211.~ 
3.8081 
1.2421 
.4062 
6 .. 8694 
.0962 
.5297 
.380 -.48.33 
9 • .375** 1.5933 
-.9100 
12.968** 2.1400 
.182 .2533 
a F to = 4.os (Pe05), ?.31 (P.Ol) 
Table 32. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Buried A2 as Affected by 
Soil Conditioner (R) and 
Minor Elements (M) 
source d .. f. m.s. Fa effect 
Alfalfa R 1 1.1881 1.568 -.8900 
Tops 
Brome 
Tops 
Roots 
M 
Error 
R 
M 
Error 
R 
M 
·Error 
1 
40 
1 
1 
40 
1 
1 
40 
3.3300 
.7577 
5.0233 
4.4.548 
.3469 
4.6816 
9.0037 
2.4764 
a F to = 4.08 (P.05), 7.31 (P.01) 
4.)94* 1.4900 
14.480** l.8JOO 
12.841** -1.7233 
1.7667 
3.635 -2.4500 
Table 33. Analysis of Variance of Plant Weights 
on Tama Topsoil as Affected by 
Lime (L), Soil Conditioner (R) 
and Minor Elements {I1) 
source m.s. 
a 
F effect 
Alfalfa 
Tops 
L 1 24.98~0 10.413** -1.6661 
- R - - - - - -1- - - - 3.49~2- - - i.458 - -1:0800 -
Brome 
Tops 
Roots 
L 1 15.7781 6.576* -2.2933 
- gL_ - - - - _l_ - - - 2.076412_ - - 1~25628 - _1.!.~205000 -M 1 .12o .o .~ 
L 1 20.514? 8.550** -2.6150 
_ ML ______ 1 ____ l._2120 ___ _ .791 __ -.!.7,28.J. _ 
Error 28 2.,3992 
L 1 26.9015 17.539** 1 .. 7288 
- R - - - ~ - -1- - - -19oY521- - -i2.48b*¥ -2:526b -
L 1 8.5008 5w542* 1.6833 
. RL 1 ~"3708 2.197 -1.0600 
- M - - - - - -1- - - - j.37os- - - 2."f97 - -17o'b'oo -
L l 24.2536 15.812** 2.8433 
- ~- - - - - _l_ - - - _.0300_ - - _.019 - _-.:.1000 -
Error 28 1~5338 
Error 28 14.2.505 
a F ~B = 4.20 (P.05), 7.64 (P.01) 
